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Introduction

The report documents progress and results obtained from our research study that is investigating  

generation-beyond-next computer game culture and technology during the period of 1 July 2009  

through 31 December 2009. It also summarizes the overall set of results, findings, and lessons learned  

over the entire project period of 1 January 2007 through 31 December 2009. This study is in sup port of 

a collaborative research partnership between the UCI Game Culture and Technology Laboratory and  

the Daegu Global R&D Collaboration Center, in Daegu, Korea. The initial scope and research areas for  

study was agreed to by both partners in December 2006, and that served as the basis for effort initiated  

during this project reporting period.

Project Plans and Activities for end of 2009

Our activities in the past 6 months have focused on a number of topics described below. Each has been  

the subject of previous visits, email discussions, or presentations via teleconference with DIP since July  

2009. These include research activities focused on ongoing efforts previously documented in our last  

progress report to DIP (submitted July 2009): (1) ongoing development and refinement of the WTF?!  

software development kit (“!”); (2) ongoing investigations into game modding and other methods for  

rapid development and refinement of games, game play mechanics and game play experiences; (3)  

ongoing investigation and refinement of open source concepts, tools, and techniques for developing  

online environments to facilitate collaboration and cooperative work among geographically dispersed  

teams; and (4) other topics that have emerged from our research effort to date.. Finally, there have also  

been research activities that focus on the development and refinement of new concepts and approaches  

for new R&D projects addressing emerging opportunities in computer game culture and technology.  

Activities in each of these six areas is briefly described below, and followed with a collection of reports  
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that help document what we have learned along the way, and that we can share with confidence.

WTF?! Software Development Kit (!SDK) 

Our ongoing development and refinement of the WTF?! game engine and software development kit  

(“!”) has been the project focus of Robert Nideffer and Alex Szeto. As of July 2009, we made a design  

choice to freeze development of the game, and to a lesser extent the game engine, in order to focus on a  

complete overhaul and ultimately new start development of the SDK developed using Adobe Flash  

ActionScript 3.0 programming/scripting language, which offers a non-upward compatible set of  

extensions and new implementations of Flash functionality that would best support the WTF?! 2.0.  

This turned out to be a painful and time-consuming technology migration but the effort invested in now  

bearing rewards regarding the WTF?! 2.0 SDK. Finally, as WTF?! was influenced by ongoing play  

experience with the World of Warcraft (WoW) MMORPG, then some effort was also devoted to better  

understand how user-created mods (or “add-ons”) can be produced, as another basis for understanding  

how to incorporate similar capabilities in the WTF?! 2.0 SDK.

The first report provides presentation materials associated with this effort display the current “look and  

feel” of the !SDK, as well as help characterize how this SDK can be used to modify WTF style games  

and game based assets in order to create new games or game play experiences. A close review of these  

materials reveals a number of substantial refinements in the !SDK object editors have been made, along  

with the substantial source code modifications that were required to realize this improved functionality.  

During Winter 2010, Professor Nideffer will teach a undergraduate course in modding and game  

development at UCI using the !SDK. The goal is to learn whether it is possible to produce 5-20  
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modded versions of the WTF game within a ten-week long course, using WTF 2.0 game engine and  

WTF game assets that have been previously developed by Nideffer and Szeto. The presentation  

materials for the !SDK and all other assets used to describe and specify the WTF game, are the same as  

have been presented in this report and earlier reports to DIP.

Game Modding Concepts and Techniques

In addition to the use of the WTF?! SDK for modding the WTF game, we are also more fully  

examining the range of activities and practices that are involved in game modding. This includes  

identifying how different kinds of socio-technical affordances serve to organize the actions of the  

people who develop and share their game mods. The affordances examined include customization and  

tailoring mechanisms, software and content copyright licenses, game software infrastructure and  

development tools, career contingencies and organizational practices of mod teams, and social worlds  

intersecting the mod scene. Numerous examples will be used to ground this review and highlight how  

such affordances can organize, facilitate or constrain what can be done. Overall, this study helps to  

provide a deeper understanding of how a web of associated affordances collectively serve to govern  

what mods get made, how modding practices emerge and flourish, and how modders and the game

industry serve each others' interests, though not always in equivocal terms.

The report associated with this investigation has been invited for publication in the online journal, First

Monday (http://www.firstmonday.org ), and is scheduled for publication in a Special Issue on user  

created game content to appear in Spring 2010. This journal article has  undergone independent peer  

review, so its publication signifies that this is a original and innovative research contribution. It is also  

considered the most comprehensive review of game mods, modding, modders, and mod scene yet to be  

published.
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Open Source Software tools and techniques for dispersed teams of players/developers

Our ongoing investigation and refinement of open source concepts, tools, and techniques for  

developing online environments to facilitate collaboration and cooperative work among geographically  

dispersed teams has taken a turn for the better in this area. Our prior effort up through mid 2008  

focused on the Virtual Collaboration Portal (VCP) whose development never quite reached a complete  

1.0 release. Next, given our progress with the new version of VCP starting in late 2008, we began a  

new study to explore how such an environment might be integrated with an open-ended game or game-

based virtual world. Our reason for this was to explore how and why people might want to bring  

together online game play/work with streaming media services, so as to be able to capture, store,  

retrieve, and view/engage streaming media content whether live online or played-back (and annotated)  

from archived recordings. Game mods documented as “machinima” video recordings is one such  

example.

Last, another study addresses how we can begin to better envision the capabilities needed to support  

distributed collaborative work (or play) within a dispersed team of participants. Emphasis here is on  

teasing out some concerns that distinguish teamwork when players are co-located and coordinated but  

not necessarily collaborative, and other teamwork/teamplay variations that are possible when new  

game based approaches, like those from the FabLab and DinoQuest Online games are considered. A 

fourth report in this section documents our knowledge gained to date.

The next report presents materials that document our results and knowledge gained to date, focusing on  

identifying issues to address when seeking to integrate VCP services within a VW using non-planar  
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“spherical visualization” methods. Our choice here was motivated in part through our ongoing  

collaboration with the Discovery Science Center in Santa Ana, and its recent acquisition and  

installation (November 2009) of a six-foot diameter spherical display system. Our interest has been to  

investigate how such a system can be: (a) used as a new kind of heterogeneous device for facilitating  

interaction in game-based virtual worlds for earth system science and space defense games (or military  

applications); (b) how to virtually reproduce the functionality of this system within a virtual world, so  

as to allow for much lower cost experimentation, use, and interaction with local/remote collaborators;  

(c) how to integrate remote network “spherecasting” data servers at the DSC with our local OpenSim  

virtual world servers so as to support multi-user remote control of distant spherical displays; and (d)  

how to integrate our streaming media servers with this system to record and document user experiences  

with the use of this system. Kari Nies, Craig Brown, and Yuzo Kanomata, three of our project's  

research programmers were responsible for the object modeling and system programming needed to  

integrate and demonstrate these capabilities.

Other topics in game culture and technology research and practice at UCI

Next, other topics that have emerged from our project effort since 1 July 2009. These include topics  

addressing: (a) new heterogeneous game play devices, specifically a physically drivable video arcade  

racing simulation game; (b) new techniques and tool for analyzing intellectual property rights and  

obligations that can arise when developing software for computer games, virtual worlds, collaboration  

environments, and other applications that are each subject to different software licenses (also know as  

copyrights or end-user license agreements); (c) review and update of our outlook on future  

opportunities for research and development in computer game-based virtual worlds, given recent  

market data that reveals the rapid growth and now domination of virtual worlds by users/players in the  
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5-15 year old demographic, in the U.S. and Europe (no data available for other non-English speaking  

global markets); and (d) recent developments at UCI building on the success of our research projects  

supported by DIP, the National Science Foundation, Intel Corporation, Discovery Science Center, and  

others that have led to the creation of a new research center focusing on Computer Games and Virtual  

Worlds, and the opening of the first of at least two new R&D laboratories that will support this center.  

Each of these new research topics is described and documented in turn.

Drivable video racing game simulator
One area of great interest to our effort in this project deals with how new kinds of heterogeneous game  

play devices may be developed or modded for use within a new generation of computer games or  

virtual worlds. Our most recent effort in this area considers  the development process of a mixed reality  

video game prototype that combines a classic arcade driving game (a physical cabinet with a computer-

based game embedded) with a real world vehicle that can be driven in an ordinary driving space. In this  

project led by Dr. Garnet Hertz in our project team, the user, or player, maneuvers the car-shaped  

arcade cabinet through actual physical space using a screen as a navigational guide which renders the  

real world in the style of an 8-bit video game. This case study is presented as a “perversive game”: an  

attempt to disrupt the everyday by highlighting and inverting conventional behavior through humor and  

paradox. 

Techniques and tools for analyzing complex systems subject  
heterogeneous IP licenses
Another area of growing interest and importance surrounds the future of computer games and virtual  

worlds that are built using a mix of proprietary and open source software. Other the past three years in  

this project, we have developed or investigated computer games and related software systems and tools  
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that were subject to different “intellectual property” (IP) licenses. For example, the FabLab game mod 

employed the proprietary Unreal Tournament  (Unreal2 and later Unreal 3) game engines and SDKs,  

but the UT license allows for the creation of game mods that can be distributed to others using an open  

source license. The WTF?! game and game engine were developed using commercially available tools  

for Flash from Adobe Systems, while with the development of the CBA game, we utilized the 

commercial GameMaker SDK. Our development of virtual worlds has employed the OpenSim server 

and Hippo client browser software, both of which are licensed with unrestrictive BSD open source  

software licenses, rather than the proprietary licensed Second Life server and client whose functionality  

they replicate. Finally, to help make clear the growing awareness of games and game development  

software being subject to multiple, heterogeneous software licenses, we show the current set of IP  

licenses that apply to the very popular Unity3D game SDK. 

1. The Mono Class Library, Copyright 2005-2008 Novell, Inc.
2. The Mono Runtime Libraries, Copyright 2005-2008 Novell, Inc.
3. Boo, Copyright 2003-2008 Rodrigo B. Oliveira
4. UnityScript, Copyright 2005-2008 Rodrigo B. Oliveira
5. OpenAL cross platform audio library, Copyright 1999-2006 by authors.
6. PhysX physics library. Copyright 2003-2008 by Ageia Technologies, Inc.
7. libvorbis. Copyright (c) 2002-2007 Xiph.org Foundation
8. libtheora. Copyright (c) 2002-2007 Xiph.org Foundation
9. zlib general purpose compression library.  Copyright (c) 1995-2005 Jean-loup Gailly and 

Mark Adler
10. libpng PNG reference library
11. jpeglib JPEG library. Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
12. Twilight Prophecy SDK, a multi-platform development system for virtual reality and multimedia.  
Copyright 1997-2003 Twilight 3D Finland Oy Ltd
13. dynamic bitset, Copyright Chuck Allison and Jeremy Siek 2001-2002.
14. The Mono C# Compiler and Tools, Copyright 2005-2008 Novell, Inc.
15. libcurl. Copyright (c) 1996-2008, Daniel Stenberg <daniel@haxx.se>.
16. PostgreSQL Database Management System
17. FreeType. Copyright (c) 2007 The FreeType Project (www.freetype.org).
18. NVIDIA Cg. Copyright (c) 2002-2008 NVIDIA Corp.

Licenses restricting the Unity3D SDK

Unity3D is a very popular and low-cost game SDK which can help developers produce run-time  
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versions of their games on different computer platforms, from PC to Nintendo Wii, Web browser, and  

iPhone. Thus, it appears that it popularity and low-cost may stem in part from its use of externally  

developed, open source and proprietary software components that are subject to different licenses.

Accordingly, we engaged an in-depth study for how to analyze and understand these licenses, and to  

determine how best to create tools and techniques that can be used by game software developers to  

determine how to design software systems with components that are subject to different licenses (like  

Unity3D above), but in ways where the rights and obligations are tractable, and where early design  

choices can be made that minimize unwanted license constraints or undesired license obligations  

(which is not clear or possible with Unity3D). Consequently, we have developed a formal scheme for  

modeling and specifying software licenses, IP rights and regimes, as well as prototyped some tools for  

analyzing the propagation of IP rights and obligations within systems composed with software  

components subject to different IP licenses. Subsequently, we prepared and include two reports to help  

document this forward-looking research. In short, it appears that our approach demonstrates that it is  

possible to build tools and analysis techniques that can be employed by game software (or content)  

developers or others interested in IP licenses (e.g., lawyers), in ways that are more readily tractable and  

can potentially be supported by next generation software development environments or SDKs. Finally,  

though not yet explored, we also believe our approach to IP license analysis may be readily extended to  

also apply to commercial virtual worlds where in-world objects may be composed of geometric data  

models and animation scripts from multiple independent sources, again subject to different IP licenses
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Future opportunities for game-based virtual worlds and related market  
data
 As during each year of this project, we have sought to present our collective team view about the  

future of computer games and virtual worlds, we continue to do so here in this report. As such, we have  

prepared and included a new presentation that outlines our areas of interest for research and  

development of games and virtual worlds. This includes highlights regarding the emerging interest in  

developing game-based virtual worlds to support advanced scientific research in domains such as  

computational astrophysics, earth system science, health care (physical therapy and rehabilitation),  

energy and natural resource management, and others, as well as new types of games, game-play  

devices, and game play experiences.

We also have growing awareness of a major shift in the marketplace for game-based virtual worlds  

(also identified as “casual MMOGs” in our 2007 video seminar). In particular, recent market figures  

spanning English-speaking regions (so no data on non-English speaking markets or non-English based  

virtual worlds like CyWorld or others), now suggest that nearly 2 of 3 registered users of game-based  

virtual worlds out of 800M users are now in the 5-15 age range. This means that children and young  

people are the primary market for such commercially deployed systems. Consequently, this may shift  

our view about what kinds of technologies and applications of game-based virtual worlds are likely to  

have the greatest commercial potential, or global market reach in the next 2-10 years. Our previous  

ideas about the future of game-based virtual worlds spanning from the video lecture series in late 2007  

through our identification of future money-making opportunities for game-based virtual worlds  

presented earlier in our 2009 mid-year report also merit consideration and comparison here, given this  

new information.
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Thus, the two presentations that are included help document our views about the possible futures of  

computer games and virtual worlds

Recent developments at UCI creating new research center and  
laboratories for computer games and virtual worlds
Next, we note that the UCI School of Information and Computer Science, along with other faculty  

affiliated with the UCI Game Culture and Technology Lab, has established a new research center as of  

late Summer 2009 to focus on the culture and technology of Games and Virtual Worlds development  

and use. The research unit is called the Center for Computer Games and Virtual Worlds , 

http://cgvw/ics.uci.edu , and it is based within the UCI Donald Bren School of Information and  

Computer Sciences. The first public announcement of the Center appeared on 1 September 2009, see  

http://www.today.uci.edu/news/nr_gamecenter_090901.php. More than 35 UCI professors across  

multiple disciplines have signed up to become part of this center, as well as to become involved in  

future research projects addressing various aspects of games and virtual worlds. Such a high level of  

faculty participation indicates that UCI is poised to become the world's leading research center for  

computer games and virtual worlds, as no other university or research center has anyway near this  

number and diversity of participating faculty. Our collaboration with DIP and other research partners  

has helped to advance faculty and student interest, as well as future participation in new research  

projects based in the Center. Also, the growing number of UCI faculty now actively interested in  

participating in game/virtual world research suggests that larger and more topically diverse projects can  

be contemplated in the future. Similarly, a large number of undergraduate students (40-60) already at  

UCI have formed a “video game developers club” which is also affiliated with the Center.

The Center is initially organized around the creation of two new computer game and virtual world  
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research and development laboratories that host sponsored research projects, like our DIP  project and  

our NSF project. The first (and smaller) laboratory focused on engaging student game developers into  

game-based research projects, and one larger focused on empirical studies of user behavior in  

individual, small or large group players. The small laboratory was established  and equipped during  

Fall 2009. This laboratory includes five 3D stereo displays, four rack-mounted game servers, and six  

personal computers, each with 5.1 channel audio. The lab also provides access to  each of the major  

game consoles (Xbox360, Nintendo Wii, PS3, PSP), multiple web cameras, gigabit networking, as well  

as new game play devices like “brain-computer interfaces.” This lab is thus equipped to engage in the  

kind of game research studies.  The second (and larger) laboratory has been allocated nearly 4000 sq. ft  

of new laboratory space, covering more than one dozen different research zones, data collection, and  

observation rooms. A planning design for equipping this laboratory with a wide variety 3D virtual  

world displays and immersive environments has been prepared and completed in late 2009 in  

collaboration with EON Reality Inc., based in Irvine, CA. Photographs of the small lab, and floorplan  

for the large lab, are documented as presentation materials in this report.

Finally, we also note that the UCI Bren School of Information and Computer Sciences has committed  

to not only supporting research into computer games and virtual worlds, but also encouraged us to  

propose a new undergraduate degree program titled, “Computer Game Science.” A proposal was  

prepared and submitted in Fall 2009, where this would be a new kind of degree that combines the  

science and technology of computer games together with cultural and behavioral studies of the  

development and use of computer games and virtual worlds. The program calls for 12 new computer  

science courses on topics including: history of computer games; modeling and 3D world development;  

game engines; and others. Information about this exciting new degree program received local media  
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coverage in the O.C. Register, http://irvineretail.freedomblogging.com/2009/09/11/uci-students-could-

soon-major-in-video-games/5143/,  and later even made front page news of the Los Angeles Times, on 

30 November 2009, and also published on the Web at http://articles.latimes.com/2009/nov/30/local/la-

me-uci-video-games30-2009nov30 . Information about this new degree program can be found on the  

Web at http://www.ics.uci.edu/ugrad/degrees/degree_cgs.php  , and the program will start admitting its 

first class of Freshman students in Fall 2010. 

New game concepts and emerging proposal ideas for 2010 and beyond

Last, there have also been research activities that focus on the development and refinement of new  

concepts and approaches for new R&D projects addressing emerging opportunities in computer game  

culture and technology. As this effort represents the beginning of one or more possible future research  

projects, the one report in this section outlines a set of possible projects for which we, UCI and DIP,  

can collaborate on researching starting in the last part of 2009 or soon thereafter. As the material in the  

report for this section have recently been discussed at length via videoconference and associated email  

correspondence, this material is included here simply to document where we started from and perhaps  

where we may be going. However, ongoing discussion and collaboration will determine which topics  

will emerge as the basis for our next project(s) between DIP and UCI.

 Games for health care, rehabilitation, physical therapy and human performance improvement

 Games for energy management and improved utilization within homes and businesses

 Games for environment and natural resource management (e.g., regional water supplies and  

recycling), and for improved conservation, within homes, business, and regional ecosystems. 

 Games and virtual worlds targeting young people in the 5-15 year old range focusing on  

informal education and situated learning of science, technology, engineering, arts, and  
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mathematics (STEAM) subjects, aligned with national education standards in each subject area.

 Games and virtual worlds as new media for the creation, presentation, and documentation of  

visual and performing arts exhibits, art works, live and telematic (geographically dispersed by  

network linked) performances.

Topics such as these may serve as a basis for new collaborative research and development projects  

between DIP and/or Daegu City, together with the UCI Center for Computer Games and Virtual  

Worlds, its faculty, students, and research staff.

We now turn from descriptions of our most recent research results from the last half of 2009 to a  

overall review of the results, findings, and lessons learned from the project during its three year  

duration from 1 January 2007 through 31 December 2009.

Overall Project Results, Findings, and Lessons Learned

This section will review, summarize, and critique what we have accomplished and learned through the  

course of this project, and the international research collaboration that it represents.

Project Results and Findings
Over the three years of this projects, numerous research results and findings were developed, realized,  

and demonstrated. These are exhaustively documented in the five project reports (including this one)  

that have been produced and delivered since July 2007. More than 1000 pages of documented research  

results and findings have been produced and delivered to DIP. These reports represent a key component  

of the knowledge that was created, refined, and delivered for transfer to DIP and Daegu City by the  

UCI project team. While it is possible to review and recapitulate the contents of each of these reports, it  
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is simpler to direct the interested reader to each of these reports, which can be found on the Web at the  

following locations:

• http://www.ics.uci.edu/~wscacchi/GameLab/UCI-DIP-Project/UCI-DIP-Report-July07.pdf  

• http://www.ics.uci.edu/~wscacchi/GameLab/UCI-DIP-Project/UCI-DIP-Report-Dec07.pdf   

• http://www.ics.uci.edu/~wscacchi/GameLab/UCI-DIP-Project/UCI-DIP-Report-July08.pdf  

• http://www.ics.uci.edu/~wscacchi/GameLab/UCI-DIP-Project/UCi-DIP-Report-July09.pdf  

• http://www.ics.uci.edu/~wscacchi/GameLab/UCI-DIP-Project/UCI-DIP-Report-Dec09.pdf   

Review of each of these reports is strongly encouraged now that the final project report has been  

included. These reports cover a wide range and diversity of research topics that span:

• tools, techniques, and infrastructure environments for facilitating the collaborative development  

and use/play of different computer games and virtual worlds

• heterogeneous devices and mechanisms for play games or interacting within/across physical-

virtual worlds

• understanding how computer games and virtual worlds are still evolving and mostly evolving  

away from game consoles for high quality games/MMOGs, though the consoles maintain good  

product longevity in their respective markets.

Our insights about the future of computer games and virtual worlds are continually updated and  

adapted to account for advances in the technology and culture of computer games. Our ideas about  

where the most likely markets for high growth game products and MMOG/virtual world services seem  

very plausible, based on a review of what was first presented in the video lectures series in 2007, and  

updated in our money-making ideas for games presentation from Spring 2009. In short, we at UCI  
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remain reasonably confident about our ability to detect, understand, and characterize emerging  

commercial opportunities for computer games and virtual worlds for the U.S. market, and where they  

are headed. We welcome the opportunity to continue to engage in such efforts going forward.

Lessons Learned

 Research projects require flexibility and adaptability, rather than fixed plans and schedules . 

Both parties to this project found it necessary at different times to adapt to changes in their  

respective work environments. DIP proposed changes in the Spring 2007 to shift from two  

large-scale international workshops to a video lecture series that could be delivered over a  

wideband videoconferencing system. DIP also needed to make changes in the provision of  

funds to the UCI team due to unanticipated changes in currency exchange rates between the  

Korean Won and US Dollar. The UCI team needed to expand and adapt the choice of topics and  

sub-topics that arose during the course of the project over the three years. The UCI team also  

needed to have more flexibility to control research project staffing. DIP and UCI also negotiated  

changes in project staffing relative to the original project proposal. In contrast, if both parties  

insisted on strictly adhering to the plans, details, terms and conditions that were included in the  

original project proposal, then either or both parties may have been unsatisfied with the  

outcomes. So we believe both parties showed good judgment and wisdom by recognizing the  

need to adapt to each others needs, and to respect their choices for how best to proceed.  

Consequently, it is clear that flexibility and adaptability are key characteristics of a successful  

research project collaboration, and they should also be expected to characterize future research  

project collaborations between DIP, Daegu City, and UCI.

 Video-conferencing system utilization and visibility. Both parties found their respective 
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investments in the acquisition and use of video-conferencing systems was critical to overall  

success of project. These systems enabled on-going, on-demand communication between  

project participants and others from DIP, Daegu City, and UCI. These systems were critical to  

the presentation of video lecture series conducted in Fall 2007. Thus, the choice to acquire and  

use such systems was well-justified. Finally, it may of similar good value to consider an  

upgrade to high-definition (1080P) video conferencing technologies which are now becoming  

widespread, and low cost. UCI has recently upgraded its facilities to this HD capability.

 Periodic project team visits are essential, valuable, and help build trust among project  

participants. The ability for US and Korean project members and others to travel, visit, and  

work with one another at their respective worksites was critical to project ongoing success,  

visibility, awareness, and improvement. These meetings were also important to building and  

sustaining trust and conviviality among the project participants. Future research collaborations  

should continue to plan for and support such international travel and meetings.

 Renegotiation of project scope and activities is challenging—everything cannot be planned or  

finalized before the project starts . A very long period of negotiations was incurred to establish  

and fund the project proposal, from late 2005-early 2007. These negotiations and the overall  

project succeeded in establishing a productive and trustworthy relationship between DIP, Daegu  

City government officials, and UCI. Going forward, it is expected that any new projects  

between these partners will be able to engage in straightforward, simpler, and more timely  

proposal preparation and contract negotiations. Ideally, future projects would be able to reuse or  

adapt project contractual arrangements established and agreed to through this project.

 Relationship with games companies in Daegu and U.S. is challenging and full of surprises . One 

goal of the project was to help facilitate relationships and business exchanges between game  
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companies and other business in/around Daegu City, with their counterparts in/around Irvine.  

DIP is positioned to interact with game companies in Daegu City, but many of these companies  

are small and lack experience in doing business in the U.S. UCI GameLab (and now Center for  

Computer Games and Virtual Worlds) is not in a good position to facilitate business-to-business  

exchanges, but is in a excellent position to engage in research and education. Visits to game  

companies in Daegu City and around Irvine by the UCI and DIP partners revealed many  

challenges in managing expectations between research efforts and day-to-day business needs of  

the companies involved. 

Game companies are highly motivated and focused on making payroll, maintaining cash flow,  

and financial viability all while trying to make game products they understand and are capable  

of producing for their respective markets. The UCI team believes there were local U.S. game  

companies interested in partnering with Korean game development studios, such as K2Network  

and EON Reality Inc. 

K2 Network, a Korean-American owned game company which pioneered free-to-play MMOGs  

imported from Korea to the U.S. and other global markets, repeatedly indicated that the  

American/English-speaking game markets are quite different than the Korean/Asian markets,  

and that most Korean games will not succeed in English markets, based on their experience  

with both Korean and U.S. Markets. It was their view, as well as the view of the UCI research  

team, that computer games and virtual worlds embody cultural practices and assumed patterns  

of play/interaction that are often transparent or unseen by their developers. In general, these  

practices or assumptions do not translate across cultures, and this means that players in different  

cultures will find games that are quite successful in their home markets are found to be strange,  

weird, goofy, or boring outside their home market, even though the games may be localized to  
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national languages. Natural language localization does not imply nor guarantee cultural  

translation or localization. Subsequently, this means that some U.S. made games/MMOGs can  

succeed in Korean/Asian markets, but most will not. Similarly, some Korean made  

games/MMOGs may succeed in American/English-speaking markets, but most will not. 

EON Reality sought to engage visitors from Daegu City and DIP in creating an advanced virtual  

world and computer game development center in Daegu. Visitors from DIP and Daegu City met  

with senior executives from EON Reality, headquartered in Irvine. Executives from EON  

Reality traveled to Daegu City to meet with government officials and business leaders there.  

However, negotiations between business representatives in Daegu and EON Reality did not  

realize mutually agreeable terms for establishment of such a development center. EON Reality  

did however move on to establishing a different business relationship with parties in Busan,  

focusing on cinema and new media production. 

Next, game companies like Blizzard Entertainment and most others around the Irvine area were  

not interested in working with small, unknown game studios in Daegu, but were interested in  

business partnerships elsewhere in Korea (Seoul).

Last, business relationships with other Korean game companies and UCI was accomplished  

large Korean game companies like NCSoft and NHN, both of which have established U.S.  

offices and MMOG operations near UCI. These companies may have the financial, staff,  

technical resources, and diverse game product offering needed to succeed in the U.S. market.  

Consequently, future opportunity in facilitate business to business interactions among Korean-

U.S. game companies may be best served by partnering with game or media companies that  

already are committed to establishing markets outside of Asia, and in the U.S.

 Establishing relationships with local government were very successful. UCI helped facilitate a 
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number of meetings with members of the Irvine City government, including members of the  

City Council, and the Mayor of Irvine, Suhkee Kang. Mayor Kang expressed much interest and  

willingness to work with Daegu City government officials who seek to establish a larger  

presence and awareness of Daegu within Irvine, perhaps to include the development of a  

Korean-American Cultural Center within the Great Park in Irvine. The Great Park is planned to  

become the largest city park in the U.S. Our Daegu City representative, Mr. Kook Joong An,  

was a most congenial and eager visitor to the UCI project, and he helped open many doors to  

government officials in Daegu City and he (as well as Daegu City) benefitted from personal  

meetings with government officials in Irvine.

 Establishing relationships with Korean academic game researchers were very successful . UCI 

had more than a dozen academic visitors from different universities across Korea come to meet  

with project team members, based on what they had learned about the project while still in  

Korea. Our long-term project visitors, Prof Jong Weon Lee, and Prof HeeDong Chang, have  

been The project was successful in helping to bring recognition within the Korean academic  

game research community to the efforts and collaborative research partnerships that Daegu City  

and DIP were pursuing with UCI. The project helped bring national and international  

recognition to the project participants, and many new collegial relationships and emerging  

research collaborations have been established.

 Project financing had some surprising challenges . There were some unanticipated problems 

with currency exchange rate fluctuations. This resulted in a substantial reduction of project  

funds received in U.S. dollars by the UCI team, though there was no change in funds available  

in Korean Won at DIP. UCI sought a no-cost extension during the Fall 2009 to allow the project  

to continue and for funds to be spend into 2010, but DIP decided it wanted to complete project  
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expenditures at UCI by end of 2009. Future collaborative research projects between DIP, Daegu  

City, and UCI should more clearly spell out possible ways for mitigating problems in project  

financing due to changes in currency exchange rates, and project performance periods.

 Project staffing realized many successes and a few challenges . There was continued success in 

project management and liaison at DIP and UCI. DIP  and UCI had top quality personnel on  

hand to manage the project collaboration. However, there was a challenge early on in the effort  

to recruit and appoint U.S. project manager to reside in Daegu at DIP.  No such person could be  

found though many candidates were recruited and interviewed. 

There were also successes and challenges with international researchers coming from DIP and  

Daegu City to work at UCI. There was great success with the Daegu City government agent,  

Mr. Kook Joong An. There was also great success in establishing productive collaboration with  

academic (post-doctoral) scholars from Korean universities, Prof. Jong Weon Lee and Prof. Hee  

Dong Chang. However, there was a challenge in working with one project staff from “Company  

A” whose commitment to engage in research-level project work was  never successfully  

demonstrated nor substantiated. This person may not have been prepared to work and live in the  

U.S. by himself, without a family to support his personal needs. 

There was also a challenge in cross-cultural language skills, in that visitors to need to be  

reasonably fluent in a second language in order to be comfortable at work and in the larger  

community in another country. The lesson learned here is to be sure that Korean visitors are  

either comfortable with their English proficiency prior to coming to the U.S. for an extended  

stay, or to plan to engage in English tutoring, or to be able to hire a part-time interpreter, such as  

Korean-American student. Similarly, U.S. visitors to Korea need to have Korean-English  

interpreters available to facilitate business meetings, or meetings with government officials.
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Final Remarks

With this preceding project areas in mind, we now turn to present the materials that are included in the  

remainder of this progress report, which help to document what we have accomplished and learned  

during our effort from 1 July 2009 through 31 December 2009., and also summarizing the results,  

findings, and lessons learned across the entire project period from 1 January 2007 through 31  

December 2009.
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WTF?! -- ! Game Modding and 

Development Kit  



"!" - Game Modding and Development Kit
(A Work Nearly Done)

'08-'10 

Asset Browser

 
Zoom Image 

●     WoW inspired side-scrolling action RPG game modding and 
development environment

●     Built in Flash using Adobe Air
●     Opens to a base project canvas that manages multiple game 

editing windows
●     Asset Browser previews all game assets and launches 

editors

Level Editor

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/browser.jpg


 
Zoom Image 

●     Photoshop style editing mode
●     Import any number of layers to place objects
●     Adjust scroll speed of layers independently for parallax 

scrolling
●     Create custom weather conditions with a percent chance of 

occurring
●     Click and drag to scroll zone and place objects, characters, 

spawn points, spawn conditions, etc
●     Minimap supports placement and manipulation of objects as 

well

Color Picker

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/level.jpg
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●     Assign each layer unique graphics and color tinting
●     Assign key-framed time of day tinting changes based on a 

24 hour clock that automatically interpolates color values

Quest Editor

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/colorpicker.jpg


 
Zoom Image 

●     Supports creation of multiple quest types - collect, kill, 
escort, object initiated, chained, etc

●     Establish requirements for access, rewards, items needed 
for completion, and more

●     Define relationships to other quests
●     Create quest text for introduction, objectives, progress, 

completion

Item Editor

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/quest.jpg
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●     Create items associated with quests and random drops
●     Set descriptive "flavor text"
●     Assign quality, type, subtype, level requirements, cost, 

bonuses, ability cost/effects

Ability Setting

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/item.jpg
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●     Set item abilities such as type, whether item effects stack, 
stack limits, duration

●     Link associated graphics
●     Create descriptive text summarizing abilities for player

Requirements Setting

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/ability.jpg
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●     Establish hierarchies of requirements that must be met 
prior to items and quests becoming available

Character Editor

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/requirements.jpg
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●     Create custom characters
●     Choose attributes and behaviors based on pre-defined 

templates or create your own
●     Establish identity markers (faction, profession, race, class, 

and anything else you want)
●     Attach pre-set animations or create your own
●     Create character tinting effects based on state
●     Determine default equipped gear
●     Author chat dialogs
●     Define complex sets of behaviors
●     Set loot tables
●     Decide if character is a quest giver, and which quests are 

available if so
●     Preview the settings

Projectile Editor

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/character.jpg
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●     Choose from a seed particle list to build more complex 
projectile effects

●     Set properties for projectiles (name, duration, damage, trail 
effects, movement patterns, etc)

●     Preview the settings

Particle Effects Editor

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/projectile.jpg
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●     Choose from a seed particle list to build more complex 
particle effects

●     Associate these effects to projectiles or other items and 
conditions

●     Set properties for particles (whether static or dynamic, 
behavior, appearance, amount, duration, etc)

●     Link custom made sounds to particle effects
●     Preview the settings

Animation Editor

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/particle.jpg
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●     Browse and link a series of image frames to custom 
character animations

●     Associate animations with behavior states (idle, jump, 
attack, stun, death, cast, etc)

●     Define which frames get used
●     Set bounding boxes to establish impact areas
●     Preview the settings

Character Action Editor

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/animation.jpg


 
Zoom Image 

●     Define specific actions to use to control custom NPC 
behaviors

●     Tie actions to custom animations and specify primary and 
secondary use types

●     Adjust interaction settings and effects
●     Specify movement speed and angle, whether action is 

interruptible, sounds, and particle effects
●     Set impact effects including damage multipliers, range, 

force, angle, and special effects

Character Behavior Editor - Flow View

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/action.jpg
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●     Create complex NPC behaviors and scripted events
●     View behaviors in "Flow" mode (diagram) or "Full" mode 

(code)
●     Define custom states for NPCs to switch to based on action 

conditions

Character Behavior Editor - Full View

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/behavior.jpg
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●     Set NPC faction based on specific states
●     Set NPC auras (ground color upon selection) independant of 

faction
●     Link a variety of predefined conditions to code blocks
●     Easy enough for non-programmers to use

Character Dialog Editor

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/behaviortoo.jpg
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●     Define complex NPC and player dialog trees
●     Trigger dialogs based on custom state lists
●     Allows NPCs to "make" player character speak/respond
●     Establish percent likelihood of dialog to occur

Character Quest Handling Editor

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/dialog.jpg
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●     Determine which quests get handled by particular NPCs
●     Define whether NPC gives and/or finishes a specific quest, 

and/or serves as a progress checker
●     Create custom greetings for quest-handling NPCs

Character Equipment Editor

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/questchar.jpg


 
Zoom Image 

●     Link items to characters
●     Create custom abilities for characters (similar to the WoW 

spellbook)
●     View the combined stats of characters as equipped

Player Editor

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/equip.jpg


 
Zoom Image 

●     Define characters to use as main player character (up to 4)
●     Create custom identity markers that can be tag-referenced 

to display in quest text to create a personalized feel
●     Define a special login animation for playable characters to 

display on startup
●     Link unique background graphics and icons to playable 

character login screen
●     Select unique starting for each playable character
●     Set custom player capabilities such as run, jump, and attack 

and dodge velocity/angle

PORTAL

http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/img/wtfe/player.jpg
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Abstract
Computer games have increasingly been the focus of user-led innovations in the form of game mods. 
This paper examines how different kinds of socio-technical affordances serve to organize the actions of 
the people who develop and share their game mods. The affordances examined include customization 
and tailoring mechanisms, software and content copyright licenses, game software infrastructure and 
development tools, career contingencies and organizational practices of mod teams, and social worlds 
intersecting the mod scene. Numerous examples will be used to ground this review and highlight how 
such affordances can organize, facilitate or constrain what can be done. Overall, this study helps to 
provide a deeper understanding of how a web of associated affordances collectively serve to govern 
what mods get made, how modding practices emerge and flourish, and how modders and the game 
industry serve each others' interests, though not always in equivocal terms. 

Introduction
Computer game mods are a leading form of user-led innovation in game design and game play 
experience. But modded games are not standalone systems, as they require the user to have an 
originally acquired or authorized copy of the unmodded game. Thus, there are questions of not only 
who creates what and who owns such modified games, but also whether or how the practice of game 
modding is controlled or governed by external parties to ultimately exploit the efforts of game 
modders. Conversely, if game mods are co-created by game studio developers and user-modders, then 
it may also be the case that modders create or enable developers, and thus modders govern some of the 
actions and choices of developers. In this article, we examine these notions by investigating an array of 
loosely coupled affordances among people, information resources, computing technologies, and 
institutional arrangements that are expressed or embodied through game mods, modding practices, 
modders, and the mod scene.

Affordances refer to situated, interactional properties between objects (tangible or symbolic) and actors 
that facilitate certain kinds of social interactions within a complex environment. The concept of 
affordances seeks to characterize aspects of complex work settings that facilitate how people interact 
though socio-technical systems like computer games. Computer-supported game play environments, 
when effective, afford new ways and means for collaborative learning [Gee 2008, Hayes and Games 
2008, Scacchi, Nideffer and Adams 2008]. However, affordances are neither universal nor ubiquitous, 
nor are they experienced in the same way in different settings. Accordingly, an affordance that enables 
or encourages certain kinds of actions in one game mod setting, may inhibit or discourage similar 
actions in another setting. Modding practices observed for one game may differ from another game, so 
details and settings do matter. Subsequently, the focus in this article is directed at the interactions that 
facilitate collaborative activities between game modders who are geographically dispersed but share 
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access to online artifacts, networked information repositories and communication infrastructures, such 
as Web pages, Web sites, source code version servers, distributed file servers, and virtual private 
networks.

Affordances are enablers of collaboration and governance. For example, the online game modding 
artifacts, circumstances, and boundary objects can make different forms of governance obscure or 
coordination/control less visible [Star and Strauss 1999] and more remote. However, the information 
resources, social arrangements, technological system configurations, personal and professional interests 
that surround game mods, modding, and modders continually emerge as a web of associations or 
interrelated affordances that stabilize actions and practices [Latour 2003]. Consequently, our interest 
lies in examining where such associations stabilize and entrench the “social” surround of computer 
games in different settings, and at different levels of analysis [Kling and Scacchi 1982, Scacchi 2004, 
Scacchi 2008].

Governance can therefore be perceived through a web of affordances that either push it into a nearly 
invisible background, or into a visible confrontational foreground, in ways that may be historically 
situated or transcendent across space, time and circumstance. Thus looking at, into, or through a web of 
associations requires multiple lenses with different focal properties to discern how affordances widely 
available across the game community collectively act to govern who mods what, where, when, how and 
why.

Mods, Modders, Modding, and the Mod Scene
Depending on who you ask or where you look, game mods mean different things to different people. So 
if we seek to understand how game mods (objects), modding (activities or practices), modders (people 
working in particular situations), or the mod scene (the surrounding social world), we frame our study 
as one encompassing multiple affordances that naturally arise at different levels of granularity. 
Accordingly, we observe activities at levels that span (a) game mod embodiments, (b) game software 
and content licenses, (c) game modding software infrastructure and development tools, (d) career 
contingencies and organizational practices of game modders, and (e) social worlds intersecting the mod 
scene.  While no claim is made that such levels are unique or definitive, their role is to help ground and 
reveal how governance of game mods, modding practices, modders, and mod scene occurs across a 
society of games.

We thus turn to examine modding at each of these levels, starting with what constitutes a mod. 

Customizing, Tailoring, and Remixing Game Embodiments
Understanding what constitutes a game mod is not as simple as it might seem. Said differently, if you in 
some way alter a game, how its played, or on what it is played, have you created a game mod? Since 
we prefer not to presume some prior definition of game mods that might privilege the inclusion or 
discount the exclusion of some mods, modding practices, or modders, we choose to employ a wide-
ranging view. So to start, we conceive of game mods as covering customizations, tailorings, and 
remixes of game embodiments, whether in the form of game content, software, or hardware denoting 
our space of interest. 

As scholars like Dourish [2001] and Suchman [2007] have observed with other computing 
technologies, understanding game mods starts from observing how players interact with and 
reconfigure the game embodiments at their disposal. Computer games and game mods take on tangible 
form that reflect certain kinds of social computing experiences that are mediated by game system 
platforms [Montfort and Bogost 2009]. Modding is a “Do It Yourself” approach to technology 



personalization that can establish both socio-technical and distributed cognitions for how to innovate 
by resting control over technology design from their producers. Modding is a form of meta-gaming —
playing  games for playing with the game systems. At least five types of game mods can be observed: 
user interface customization; game conversions; machinima and art mods; game computer 
customization; and game console hacking.  Each enables different kinds of affordances that govern 
mods, modding practices, and modders.

User interfaces to games embody the practice and experience of interfacing users (game players) to the 
game system and play experience designed by game developers. Game developers act to constrain and 
govern what users can do, and what kinds of experience they can realize. Some users in turn seek to 
achieve some form of competitive advantage during game play by modding the user interface software 
for their game, when so enabled by game developers, to acquire or reveal additional information that 
the users believe will help their play performance and experience. User interface add-ons subsequently 
act as the medium through which game development studios can support mass customization of their 
game products, as a strategy for increasing the likelihood of product success through user satisfaction 
[Pine 1992]. Three kinds of user interface customizations can be observed. First and most common, is 
the player's ability to select, attire or accessorize the characters that embody a player's in-game identity. 
Second, is for players to customize the color palette and representational framing borders of the their 
game display within the human-computer interface, much like what can also be done with Web 
browsers and other end-user software applications.1 Third, are user interface add-on components that 
modify the player's in-game information management dashboard that do not necessarily modify game 
play rules or functions. These add-ons provide additional information about game play that may 
enhance the game play experience, as well as increasing a player's sense of immersion or omniscience 
within the game world through sensory or perceptual expansion. This in turn enables awareness of 
game events not visible in the player's current in-game view [Taylor 2006], as the cognition required 
for sustained game play become more distributed [Taylor 2009].  Kow and Nardi [2010] describe their 
study of add-on modding practices for World of Warcraft in a cross-cultural setting, which helps reveal 
that cultural practices in different nations may encourage or not encourage such modding, as a 
reiteration of norms that tacitly govern social collectivity and conformity, and that eschew radical 
individuality and innovation. 

Game Conversion Mods are perhaps the most common form of game mods.2 Most such conversions are 
partial, in that they add or modify (a) in-game characters including user-controlled character 
appearance or capabilities, opponent bots, cheat bots, and non-player characters, (b) play objects like 
weapons, potions, spells, and other resources, (c) play levels,3 zones, terrains, or landscapes, (d) game 
rules,4 or (e) play mechanics.5 Some more ambitious modders go as far as to accomplish either (f) total 
conversions that create entirely new games from existing games of a kind that are not easily determined 
from the originating game, or (g) parodies that implicitly or explicitly spoof the content or play 
experience of one or more other games via reproduction and transformation. For example, one of the 
most widely distributed and played total game conversions is the Counter-Strike (CS) mod of the Half-
Life first-person action game from Valve Software. As the success of the CS mod gave rise to millions 
of players preferring to play the mod over the original HL game, then other modders began to access 
the CS mod to further convert in part or full, to the point that Valve Software modified its game 
development and distribution business model to embrace game modding as part of the game play 
experience that is available to players who acquire a licensed copy of the HL product family.6 Valve has 
since marketed a number of CS variants that have sold over 10M copies as of 2008, thus denoting the 
most successful game conversion mod, as well as the most lucrative in terms of subsequent retail sales 
derived from a game mod.7 Other player-modders of Half-Life games have also benefited by access to 
meta-mods, such as Garry's Mod of Half-Life 2, which has evolved into a modding toolkit8 that has 
generated hundreds of game conversions and inventive game play mechanics. Though the success of a 



single game conversion may not foretell a similar success of any subsequent mod (as no game 
conversion to date has reached anywhere the global success attained by CS), other game conversions 
represent innovations in game design and re-purposing. For example, the game Chex Quest is a 
conversion of the first-person shooter, Doom, into a “non-violent” game that was distributed in the 
Chex brand of cereal boxes on a CD targeted to young people and gamers.9 Another example is found 
in games converted to serve a purpose other than entertainment, such as the development and use of 
games for science, technology, and engineering applications. For instance, the FabLab game [Scacchi 
2010] is a conversion of the Unreal Tournament game, from a first-person action shooter to a simulator 
for training semiconductor manufacturing technicians in diagnosing and treating potentially hazardous 
materials spills in a cleanroom environment. However, this conversion is not readily anticipated by 
knowledge of the Unreal games or underlying game engine. Finally, another class of game conversions 
are found in the form of game parodies — games created to reproduce and reframe the game play 
concepts and mechanics found in one or more popular games. For example, the game WTF?! is a 2D, 
Flash-based, side-scrolling, parody of the 3D World of Warcraft game that shares exportable character 
information from WoW.10 But WTF?! introduces new characters like Sigmund Freud, Karl Marx, and 
Mary Daly who serve to mod the WoW play experience through commentaries and quest directives that 
act to direct the player's attention respectively to construction of identity of player game characters, 
alternatives to capitalistic resource accumulation as game play goal, and dealing with the 
objectification of the female form within games.

Machinima and Art Mods can be viewed as the product of modding efforts that intend to mod play 
experience.11 These products employ computer games as their creative media, such that these new 
media are mobilized for some other purpose (e.g., creating online cinema or interactive art exhibition). 
Machinima focuses attention to playing and replaying a game for the purpose of story telling, movie 
making,12 or retelling of daunting or high efficiency game play experience [Lowood 2008]. Machinima 
is a form of modding the experience of playing a specific game through a recording of its visual play 
session history so as to achieve some other ends beyond the enjoyment (or frustration) of game play. 
These play session histories could then be modded via video editing or remixing with other media (e.g., 
audio recordings) to better enable cinematic storytelling or creative performance documentation. Art 
mods also modify the game play experience through manipulation, intervention, appropriation, or other 
creative transformation of a game's original visual content as it is consumed by users during during a 
play session.  Artists working in the interactive medium of games have explored appropriation and 
intervention as tactics for using modded games as static, dynamic, or performance art works.13 Artists 
were among the first community of game players to embrace game hacks and patches: modifications to 
original game software functionality as a strategy for creating  new works of art intended for curation 
and exhibition. The 1999 “Cracking the Maze” art exhibit curated by Anne-Marie Schleiner helped 
bring these modified games to light through an online exhibit that was structured as a C++ source code 
program for viewing or interaction in an Emacs-like text editor.14 Art mods can also incorporate 
alternative game control devices and user interface non-sequiturs.15

Custom gaming PCs are another expression of game system modding practices. Here players direct 
their efforts not to merely accessorizing their game platforms, but to go under the hood and to 
assemble, reassemble, or otherwise reconfigure their general-purpose personal computer into to one 
that is specialized for competitive game play or display in a multi-player environment [cf. Suchman 
2007]. What results are “hot rod” and “custom car” PCs, computer hardware platforms modded for 
either maximum speed and performance, or special appearance for case mods [Simon 2007], rather 
than for mere operation of mainstream software applications or casual game play. Hot rod game PCs 
often feature high performance and over-clocked CPUs with liquid-cooling devices, custom-timed on-
board memory chipsets, multiple GPU cards, and a variety of accelerator cards for in-game physics, 
networking, game audio, and so forth.16 These PCs embody a desire to achieve competitive game play 



advantage for some, or sheer display of performance or signification of performance potential, much 
like automobiles are modded by their owners for the purpose of increasing their driving performance 
on the road, or as might be called for in a street racing situation.17 Though public practice of such 
situations with hot rod street cars is often isolated and criminally penalized when excessive, PC 
platform hot rodding is yet to achieve such distinction, public recognition, consequence, or cinematic 
embodiment. In contrast, PC case mods, which generally do not modify game functionality or 
performance, serves to signify a game player's interest or technological projection of self-identity onto 
their game play platform. Such projection denotes an unabashed choice to display one's enthusiasm, 
alignment, and commitment to game play as more than just entertainment, but as part of one's personal 
identity, fetish, cultural experience and life-style preference. Nonetheless, enthusiasts who do so mod 
their computers, also show off their machines in more public venues like regional LAN parties or game 
play conferences like QuakeCon.18 Custom gaming PCs thus represent a strategy for game play 
enthusiasts to proudly assert their embrace of game culture and the vendors that supply the means to 
display such embrace, though while being able to pose in stance that signifies independence from the 
governance telegraphed by corporately designed PCs.

Game console hacking is a practice whose purpose oftentimes seems to be in direct challenge to the 
authority of game console manufacturers that represent large, global corporate interests. Console 
hacking, in contrast to custom PC (re)configuration, is often focused not so much on how to improve 
competitive advantage in multi-player game play, but instead is focused on expanding the range of 
experiences that users may encounter through a game console [Consalvo 2007, Huang 2003]. For 
example, Huang's [2003] treatise on how to hack into a Microsoft Xbox console stresses how to unlock 
the potential of the Xbox as an alternative personal computer that could also support personal 
productivity applications or services, along with playing proprietary games acquired from Microsoft 
game vendors. However, Huang's study instructs readers in the practice of “reverse engineering” as a 
strategy to understand both how a computing platform was designed and how it operates in fine detail, 
as a basis for developing new innovative modifications or original platform designs, such as installing 
and running a Linux open source operating system (instead of Microsoft's proprietary closed source 
offering).19 While many game developers seek to protect their intellectual property from reverse 
engineering through end-user license agreements, whose terms attempt to prohibit such action under 
threat of legal action, reverse engineering is not legally prohibited nor discouraged by the Courts. 
Consequently, the practice of game console modding is often less focused on enabling players to 
achieve competitive advantage when playing retail computer games, but instead may encourage those 
few so inclined in the practice for how to understand and ultimately create computing innovations 
through reverse engineering20 or other DIY hardware modifications.21 Console modding is thus an 
expression of game players who are willing to fore go the “protections” and quality assurances that 
console developers provide through product warranties, in order to experience the liberty, skill and 
knowledge acquisition, as well as potential to innovate, that mastery of reverse engineering affords. So 
while game console developers and retailers may seek to govern the actions that discourage users from 
looking inside of the gaming platforms, players who are willing to  take responsibility for their actions 
(and not seek to defraud vendors due to false product failure warranty claims), can enjoy the freedom to 
learn how their gaming systems work in intimate detail and to potentially learn about hardware 
innovation with the support of others like-minded.

Software and Content Licenses 
Players acquire computer games through retail outlets (online or offline stores). But what they pay for 
when the “buy” a game is a license to use the game product or product media. This license is 
commonly expressed as a copyright-based, end-user license agreement (EULA), much like it is for 



most other software that consumers acquire. The terms and conditions of such license stipulate what 
rights and obligations a user of a licensed game copy realizes, as the game software and content is 
owned by the game's development studio, publisher, or distributor. So here we examine how a game's 
software and content license(s) can govern mods, modding, and modders. 

First, for game conversion mods, it is common practice that the underlying game engine has one set of 
license terms and conditions to protect original work (e.g., no redistribution), while game mod can have 
a different set of terms and conditions as a derived work (e.g., redistribution allowed only for a game 
mod, but not for sale). In this regard, software licenses embody the business model that the game 
development studio or publisher seeks to embrace, rather than just a set of property rights and 
constraints. For example, in Aion, an MMOG from South Korean game studio NCSoft, no user created 
mods or add-ons are allowed, so attempting to incorporate such changes would conflict with its EULA 
and subsequently put such user-modders at risk of losing their access to networked Aion multi-player 
game play. In contrast, WoW, also an MMOG, allows for UI customization mods and add-ons only 
[Kow and Nardi 2010], but no other game conversions, no reverse engineering game engine, and no 
activity intended to bypass WoW's encryption mechanisms.22 And, in one more variation, for games 
like Unreal Tournament, Half-Life, NeverWinterNights, Civilization and many others, the EULAs 
encourage modding and the free redistribution of mods without fee to others who must have a licensed 
game copy,23 but no reverse engineering or redistribution of the game engine required to run the mods. 
This restriction in turns helps game companies realize the benefit of increased game sales by players 
who want to play with known mods, rather than with the unmodded game as sold at retail. Mods thus 
help improve games sales, revenue, and profits for the game development studio, publisher, and retailer 
(see note 7 for details).

Second, it is sometimes noted that game software licenses fundamentally differ based on whether they 
seek to insure copyright or copyleft, where the former provides closure and prevents certain freedoms 
to act, while the latter insures openness and certain freedoms — freedom of choice, freedom of 
expression, and freedom to modify and redistribute, plus obligation to propagate these freedoms. So it 
is sometimes stated that game conversion mods can be viewed and treated as free software. But such a 
position is an overstatement of fact in that free/open source software that is protected with a GPL 
license covers the source code and embedded documentation, but not game assets, contents, play 
mechanics, or rules of play, which can also be subject to protection through copyright, trademark, 
patent, trade secret, and restricted use. So as a growing number of games allow for modding and 
redistribution of mods, then we should expect to see a growth and diversification of the number of 
licenses, or EULA terms and conditions, that will constrain the rights and obligations that will apply to 
games, game engines, game assets, and game modders. Early signs of this have already begun to appear 
with heterogeneous licensed game development platforms like Unity3D, which itself is subject to more 
than a dozen different intellectual property (IP) licenses [Alspaugh, Asuncion, Scacchi 2009]. 
Similarly, much like  some open source software, such as the Mozilla Firefox Web browser, open game 
engines may become subject to dual-mode, tri-mode, or multi-mode copyright licenses.24 Finally, “open 
gaming licenses” have begun to appear which allow/restrict game configurations that include open 
source software along with proprietary data assets/artwork, game play rules, or game product identity.25 

In sum, game software and content licenses act to govern what mods can or cannot be made, by whom, 
and with what subsequent rights and obligations. But it is also clear that such governance is only 
effective where considered legitimate, as there are those who will ignore declared IP restrictions or act 
to crack open games to mod them in some way, and to share their results with others. Thus we should 
recognize that there is also resistance to governance, in the form of those who choose to ignore the 
license terms and conditions that come with closed, restricted games.



Game Software Infrastructure and Development Tools 
Games are most often modded with tools that provide access to an internal, unencrypted representation 
of the game software26 or game platform. While it might seem the case that game vendors would seek 
to discourage users from acquiring such tools, we observe a widespread contrary pattern. Game system 
developers are increasingly offering software tools for modifying the games they create or distribute, as 
a way to increase game sales and market share. SDKs and other modding tools provided to users by 
game development studios represent a contemporary business strategy for engaging users to help lead 
product innovation from outside the studio [von Hippel and Katz 2002, Jepperson 2005]. Once id 
Software and Epic Games, maker of the Unreal series of game, started to provide game play 
enthusiasts (who were also literate in computer programming) with software tools that would allow 
users to edit game content, play mechanics, rules, or other functionality, other competing game 
development studios were pressured to make similar offerings or face a possible competitive 
disadvantage in the marketplace. However, these tools do not provide access to the underlying source 
code that embodies the game engine—a large software program infrastructure that coordinates 
computer graphics, user interface controls, networking, game audio, access to middleware libraries for 
game physics, and so forth. 

A tool support platform allows a game development studio to offer game products and services that 
users can mod. At the same time, studios seek to control access to the core IP that enables game play 
and modification. Accordingly, we can observe different strategies for how game development studios 
configure and support game modding platforms. For example, World of Warcraft from Blizzard 
Entertainment, provides a a UI Customization tool and a governance policy27 and that enable WoW 
add-ons that reconfigure a WoW player's user interface dashboard, which in turn may provide an 
enhanced game play experience for technically accomplished players. But these add-ons do not modify 
or convert the WoW game into something entirely different, since Blizzard seeks to insure and control 
that users with or without add-ons have access to the same WoW in-game play setting and game play 
mechanics. In contrast, BioWare offers its NeverWinterNights game series with its Aurora Toolset and 
module construction toolkit,28 FAQs, online tutorials, and in-game character profiles to help would be 
user-made content creators to modify NWN game play levels and characters. But creating new 
characters for such mods requires additional tools (e.g., modeling software like Autodesk 3D Studio) 
and corresponding specialist skills. Similarly, Epic Games has recently announced that it is distributing 
a suite of a dozen or so game development tools as the Unreal Development Kit,29 which is said to be 
the same SDK that Epic previously marketed and distributed only to other game development studios 
that bought its commercial game software development licenses. However, the complexity and 
capabilities of such a tool suite mean that any one, or better said, any game development or modding 
team, can now access the tools to build commercial quality games, though mastering these tools 
appears to be a significant undertaking likely to be only of interest to highly committed, would-be 
game developers who are self-supported or self-organized. 

Subsequently, we observe a range of corporate governance and control schemes that vary across game 
development firms, from (a) highly focused and limited at Blizzard for WoW, to (b) supported 
mediation in NWN by Bioware, to (c) do whatever you can if you have the skill, resources, team, and 
other resources to do so and sell your results, if you pay for such right with Epic Games. But all these 
schemes still stipulate control over the underlying game engine, such that it is out of reach to game 
players, as a way to protect key IP resources of the game studios.

In contrast to game modding platforms provided by game development studios, there are also 
alternatives provided by the end-user community. One approach can be seen with facilities provided in 
Garry's Mod mod-making package30 that you can use to construct a variety of fanciful contraptions, to 
create comic books, to program game conversions, or to produce other kinds of user created content. 



But this package requires that you own a licensed game like Counter-Strike: Source, Half-Life 2 or Day 
of Defeat: Source, all from Valve Software. A different approach to end-user game development 
platforms can be found arising from free/open source software games and game engines. As noted 
above, the Doom and Quake games and game engines are released as free software  that are subject to 
the GPL,31 once they were seen by id Software as having reached the end of their retail product cycle. 
Hundreds of games/engines have been developed and released for download starting from the free/open 
source software that was the platform of the original games. However, the content assets for many of 
these games (e.g., in-game artwork) are not covered by the GPL, and so user-developers must still 
acquire a licensed copy of the original game if its content is to be reused in some way. Nonetheless, 
some variants of the user-created GPL'd games now feature their own content that is limited/protected 
by Creative Commons licenses.

Career Contingencies and Organizational Practices of Modders Alone and 
Together
Who gets “paid” to make games when comparing developers versus modders? Developers who work 
for established game studios get paid a monetary salary and sometimes stock options (financial capital) 
to make game content, software, or play devices. Modders in general do not get a paid to make games, 
unless they are unusually successful by winning an open modding competition [Sotamaa 2007] or 
landing an angel/venture capital investment. However, modders can earn or acquire other kinds of 
career-oriented resources of professional or occupational value. These resources include deep game 
development knowledge, skills for how and when to apply such knowledge, status, community 
recognition and reputation, and other forms of social capital for the gifts of labor, creativity, expertise, 
and collaboration efforts they contribute [Portes 1998]. In this regard, both employed game developers 
and independent game modders can build on the efforts of one another in ways that are asymmetric and 
non-equivalent. Nonetheless, such an relationship is valuable to those who are committed to a career in 
game development inside or outside of the computer game industry. This is similar to what has been 
observed in a number of studies of open source software development projects, where in some cases, 
corporations that sponsor an open source project look to recruit and hire project contributors who make 
substantial and highly regarded software contributions to a project [Scacchi 2007].32 Furthermore, it has 
also been observed that developers who have a track record of success in open source software projects 
often get paid a higher monetary salary compared to their workmates who lack comparable experience 
[Hann, et al. 2002]. So it may be the case that game modders have the potential to invest in themselves 
as a way to acquire professional identity, accomplishments, and compensation if they choose to direct 
their career trajectory towards becoming a game developer in a studio. However this remains an open 
question for further study to substantiate, refine or refute. In the interim, what kind of investment is 
required of a game modder to enable such career contingencies?

To begin, why can't you get a job working for a game company if you are a software developer or 
artist? In simple terms, the computer game industry often looks to hire experienced game developers, 
rather than just game players or fans. Commercial game development is a risky venture, as most retail 
games often fail to recoup their development costs (as do many commercial software development 
efforts). Failure to produce a profitable game is all too familiar of an outcome, even for established 
game studios with skilled developers. Adding new staff with little or no prior game development 
experience implies the need for training and socialization, which is time consuming and may be 
unproductive. Game studios tend to hire developers who have some sort of record of game 
development. So without prior industry experience, starting as an independent game modder is the 
easiest way to determine whether one has the skill, disposition, and commitment to make  games, even 
without a job to do so. Consequently, game modders must start and follow a self-motivated path.33



The most direct way to become a game modder is through self-tutoring and self-organizing practices. 
Modding is a form of learning – learning how to mod, learning to be a game developer, learning to 
become a game content/software developer, learning computer game science outside or inside an 
academic setting, and more [El-Nasr and Smith 2006, Hayes and Games 2008, Scacchi 2004]. Modding 
is also a practice for learning how to work with others, especially on large, complex games/mods. 
Many would-be modders seek out others who have gone before them, much like game players at lower 
game play levels sometimes seek advice from players at higher levels for how best to proceed. In acting 
to become a modder or game developer, it may be reasonable to search out others like minded by 
joining a modding team, learning modding practices and mod team roles, and why you can't be in 
charge until you are recognized as being capable of leading.34 Mod team efforts may also self organize 
around emergent leaders or “want to be” (W.T.B.) game component development leaders, as 
highlighted in the Planeshift open source MMOG development/modding project.35

Modding is also a viable way to get a job in the game development industry. Epic Games for many 
years has encouraged would-be game developers to download its game editing tools (UnrealEd, the 
early precursor into what is now the UDK described earlier), start modding an Unreal game, and then 
perhaps get hired by a game development studio as a experienced game developer.36 Similarly, to stand 
behind its advocacy of such a career pathway into a game development studio, Epic Games has also 
sponsored a series of mod-making contests, most recently under the name of “Make Something 
Unreal” that provides sizable cash prizes (with co-funding from Intel Corporation), or a full 
commercial license for UDK, so that a game conversion mod can be marketed and sold. Such an 
outcome essentially provides the winning mod team with venture seed capital, but without the venture 
capitalist's ownership of the new venture. Making game conversion mods may also open pathways for 
modders from a small game studio with limited resources to move upward into a large game studio 
with ample resources and multiple game development projects.37 However, some scholars [Kücklich 
2005, Somataa 2007] are skeptical about the value of modding, which they see as “playbour” (a 
coercion of leisurely play into work) or a commodification of leisure time, and subsequently conclude 
that modding work primarily benefits game companies by exploiting the productive efforts of game 
modders. However, if game modders are acting out of self-interest to establish a career path into jobs at 
game companies, and if they get to create games conversions that open new career opportunities in 
other industries, then it would seem that modders use modding as a way to exploit game development 
studio's desire to hire skilled game developers. Consequently, our view going forward may now need to 
reflect that modding as work can be productive to both independent mod makers and commercial game 
studios, but in different ways that may further reinforce and reproduce one another.

So our position is the marketplace of career contingencies for game developers and game modders 
governs through an invisible hand of individual, team, and corporate self-organizing interests to help 
select and guide who will be able to work for paid salary or who will accumulate skill, experience, and 
social capital as a game or game mod developer.

Social Worlds Intersecting the Mod Scene
Computer gaming is such a large-scale, globally diverse social endeavor that involves hundreds of 
millions of people as to merit its conception as a computer-centered social movement otherwise known 
as a computerization movement [Elliott and Kramer 2008, Scacchi 2008]. As a computerization 
movement, it can be employed as an analytical lens at the societal or social world level: a collection of 
transcendent activities, actors in different/multiple roles, and technical system configurations that are 
delimited by shared beliefs/ideologies, technical frames for explaining social action and system 
designs, and structural interests of organizations that contend for control over growth, resource 
accumulation, and sustainability. They can also been viewed in terms of what other social worlds 



(communities or “scenes”) they intersect, which is the point of departure here. Let's consider how the 
computer game mod scene intersects with the Warez scene, and with the world of free/open source 
software development.38

The Warez scene39 focuses attention to activities that endeavor to modify protected software and other 
digital media (recorded music, movies, console circuit designs) so as to make them widely available for 
unfettered access and consumption. Games are one of the most commonly modified types of software 
that are transformed in the Warez scene into “pirated games” or game warez that are “illegally 
downloaded.” The Warez scene in a sense is focused on engaging a kind of meta-game that involves 
modding game software products. Game piracy has thus become recognized as a collective, 
decentralized and placeless endeavor (i.e., not a physical organization) that relies on torrent servers as 
its underground distribution venue for game warez. Game development studios, publishers, and some 
retailers all frequently lament their belief that game piracy is a kind of theft that is reducing their game 
sales and profits, as well as circumventing extant Digital Rights Management mechanisms [e.g., 
Greenburg and Irwin 2008]. As recent surveys of torrent-based downloads reveals, in 2008 the top 10 
pirated games represented about 9M downloads, while in 2009 the top 5 pirated games represent more 
than 13M downloads, suggesting a substantial growth in interest in and access to such modded game 
products.40 And these figures do not account for sharing or exchange of game warez on private peer-to-
peer networks or darknets. Finally, it seems that in parts of the physical world like India and throughout 
Asia, game consoles can be purchased directly from retailers already modded with modchips that allow 
them to run game warez, including games not available in their national retail markets. This is not to 
impune some negative social connotation on other cultures, but instead to point out that not all national 
cultures share Western values or beliefs about what can be shared or what piracy means, and under 
what conditions or corporate institutions may be affected. 

In the case of game warez and modded game consoles, it may be the situation that the developers and 
distributors of such products still benefit from pirated warez, if they can substantiate that such piracy is 
theft of products with economic value. Such theft can be treated as a legitimate business deduction 
when determining tax payments to national tax ministries. That is, piracy reduces the amount of profits 
that are subject to tax, since established losses due to pirated products (e.g., number of pirated games 
downloaded from torrents) may be tax deductible. Eliminating all game piracy might then actually 
work against the financial interests of game studios or publishers, if the people who download do not 
otherwise act to buy games that would now be unavailable to them. Consequently, downloading pirated 
games from torrents may just represent another channel for distributing products and realizing benefits, 
with certain costs.

The Warez scene appears increasingly effective at cracking closed games and distributing modded 
games (or if you prefer, pirated games) and game platforms compared to the capabilities of game 
studios, publishers, and console manufacturers. So is such accomplishment merely a sign of growing 
resistance on the part of game consumers, or does it represent an emerging transformation of the 
marketplace for how games and mods, modding practices, and modders are developed, distributed, 
played, remixed, reproduced and re-purposed? 

Game mods, modding practices, and modders are in many ways quite similar to their counterparts in 
the world of free/open source software development. Modding is to games, like FOSS development is 
to software — they are increasingly becoming a part of mainstream technology development culture 
and practice. Modders are players of the games they construct, just like FOSS developers are also users 
of the systems they develop. There is no systematic distinction between developers and users in these 
communities, other than there are users/players that may contribute little beyond their usage, word of 
mouth they share with others, and their demand for more such systems. At FOSS portals like 
SourceForge.com, which in December 2009 indicates more than 380K projects are registered in its 



repository, the domain of “games” appears as the third most popular project category with over 38K 
projects, after the domains of “software development” and “Internet.” Of these game-focused FOSS 
projects which develop either FOSS-based games, game engines, or game tools/SDKs, all of the top 50 
have logged more than 1M downloads. So the intersection of games and FOSS covers a substantial 
social plane, as both modding and FOSS development are participatory, user-led modes of system 
development, and both rely on continual replenishment of new participants joining and migrating 
through project efforts, as well as new additions or modifications of content, functionality and end-user 
experience [Nieborg 2005, Scacchi 2004, Scacchi 2007, Scacchi 2008]. Mods and FOSS develop 
projects are in many ways experiments to prototype alternative visions of what innovative systems 
might be in the near future,41 and so both are widely embraced and practiced primarily as a means for 
learning about new technologies, new system capabilities, new working relationships with potentially 
unfamiliar teammates from other cultures, and more [cf. Scacchi 2007].

Overall, game mods, game warez, and FOSS can be recognized as expressive forms of participatory 
culture. Though as we have found above, there are different modes for governing such participation 
depending on the affordances at hand. But in each situation, governance realizes an emerging 
transformation the marketplace of ideas and the means of production from centralized authority with 
corporate enterprises, to decentralized commons-based peer production [Benkler 2006]. Furthermore, 
sometimes such production may seek its own non-profit foundation or for-profit incorporation, or it 
may eschew any established organizational form in order to flourish in an alternative market that may 
not yet be recognized, or one that is being pursued in hope of preventing its move into a position of 
dominance.

Discussion
One way for viewing and understanding game mods is through the lens of ownership. Ownership 
influences or controls the allocation of game modding resources, markets or venues where game mods 
are transacted, or other decisions pertaining to which game mods are created, shared, played, and 
remixed/remodded by who, when, and where. Such a perspective centralizes governance with those 
who control ownership of property (games, game assets, engines, and SDKs) and the means of game 
mod production. Alternatively, a decentralized view of governance draws attention to intrinsic 
governance activities, patterns, and practices, where ownership is grounded in individual, small group, 
or project team action and resources. Based on the preceding examination of game mod embodiments, 
game software licenses, modding infrastructure and tools, career opportunities, and social worlds 
intersecting game modding, it seems that it is not the case that one of these two perspectives is more 
spot on compared to the other, as conditions and circumstances that situate game mods, modding, 
modders, and the mod scene are more heterogeneous than homogeneous, and sometimes less 
hegemonic that previous studies of game mods have implied. Instead, it may be better to examine the 
balances accomplished, remade, unmade, or actively prevented among a web of affordances that situate 
game mods, modding, modders, and mod scenes.

The affordances described and analyzed in this article all point to a web of associations that encourage, 
enact, exploit, or inhibit how mods, modding, modders, and mod scenes are governed. Governing this 
mod squad through the five types of affordances examined means that is much less likely that they are 
one-sided, predominantly in favor of either established game companies or independent self-organizing 
modders. Instead, what requires a better understanding is how modding as a cultural practice 
continually shifts how artifacts, embodiments,  technical configurations, and arrangement of 
participants on all sides govern, value, and reproduce what can be accomplished through game mods.



Conclusions
In the study here, we started with the quest to examine how the mod squad constituted from game 
mods, modding practices, and modders are governed, and to what ends. Affordances of five different 
types serves as guideposts at different levels of analysis that helped to navigate the path forward. These 
affordances center about game mod embodiments, game licenses, game modding tools and 
infrastructure, career contingencies of game modders as would-be game developers, and social worlds 
that impinge on the game modding culture. Along the way, we examined, employed, or referenced the 
kinds of analytical constructs or results that others have previously employed in their studies of game 
mods.

We have seen that there are no single category of object or thing that uniquely denotes what a game 
mod is. Instead, mods can appear as game user interface add-ons, game conversions of various kinds 
and complexity, machinima and interactive art, custom gaming PCs, or hacked gaming consoles. 
Viewing and locating game mods within such a technological ecosystem provides a better perspective 
for understanding what mods are or can be, who makes them, how and why. Mods or mod 
embodiments are therefore actors that participate in governing the mod squad.

We have seen that game software licenses (and by implication, game platform and console hardware 
designs) embody the business models of game development studios. Further, game licenses are 
increasingly multi-modal and heterogeneous, thus challenging nearly all to determine who can mod 
what with what. This suggests that such licenses will become a fertile ground for debate regarding what 
kinds of mods can be made, what modding practices and tools will be provided or tolerated, and who 
can mod what. Such debates over licenses as a mode of governance and resistance may increasingly 
spill over into the Courts as well. 

Game modding tools, SDKs, modchips, and impinging open source software alternatives for content 
creation or game engine transformation are collectively an emerging socio-technical media. And as new 
media, they serve stimulate, enact, or communicate continuing innovation, growth, and diversification 
by game development studios, game modders and others. The technologies of game modding thus help 
govern what kinds of mods and modders will emerge, flourish, or whither over time, as well as how the 
game industry and modding communities can cultivate and grow new markets for new game products.

Game modders are sometimes viewed as leisure laborers whose playful modding actions primarily 
contribute to the growth of economic rents collected by game studios. However, modders can also be 
viewed as independent and self-organizing actors who are acquiring the means for producing their own 
games or game conversions through self-serving investment in skill and knowledge acquisition, time, 
effort, and socialization with others like-minded. Modders can sometimes become entrepreneurial, and 
thus transform themselves from game consumers into producers. Consequently, the career 
contingencies of game modders cannot be simply assumed to be fully covered by some pre-determined 
set of producer-consumer arrangements or outcomes. Modders make mods through modding practices 
and technical means, and this in turn helps to produce more modders. Modding careers, contingencies, 
and pathways/trajectories thus help govern who becomes a modder and to what end.

The social world of game modding provides a system of beliefs, values, and norms that mod makers 
and users assimilate and reproduce in online modding forums and Web sites. This culture of game 
mods is enabled and embraced in the social arrangements and technical system configurations that 
frame what it means to be a game modder, to engage in game modding, and to make and play with a 
game mod. However, the world of game modding is not an island onto itself. Instead, like all social 
worlds, it is one that intersects some other worlds, and where and how these intersections occur is a 
locus of collective social movement, resource redistribution, market transformation and institutional 
conflict. Games are being modded by actors in the Warez scene in ways that are transforming who get 



access to acquire and play what games where. This outcomes of this might be lamented as piracy or 
recognized as tax shelter on accumulated economic rents. Game modding is also influenced by, and 
influencing, the world of free/open source software development and its diverse software development 
projects and practices. Thus where, how, when, with whom, and with what the world of game modding 
intersects other social worlds that impinge on its boundaries will govern and frame why such 
intersections will arise, and to what end.
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Notes

http://www.ics.uci.edu/~wscacchi


1 For example, the Firefox Web browser provides “themes”  and “personas” as a way to customize the appearance of a 
browser's user interface. See http://support.mozilla.com/en-US/kb/Using+themes+with+Firefox?bl=n&s=themes, 
accessed 30 March 2010.

2 Much, but not all, of the legacy of game conversion mods originates from the practices of the game software 
development studio, id Software, with legendary game developers John Carmack and John Romero. They tired of 
responding to game players requests for additional game features in their existing game products like Wolfenstein 3-D 
and Doom, while they sought to focus their attention to new games in development. Subsequently, they chose to hand 
over the source code to the Doom game to their end-user community, and then make the resulting source code subject to 
free software licensing rights, while still obligating user-modders to acquire the original retail version of the game to 
access in-game content assets. Many eager  users embraced this open sharing of the Doom game engine source code, as 
it could reveal to a Doom player who was also a software developer, how the game engine was designed and coded, and 
thus how to modify or reproduce such an engine, or to build a new one, based on knowledge of the source code and skill 
in software development. The details of this story are more comprehensively described elsewhere, such as in Masters of  
Doom book by Kushner [2003], and also in studies by Au [2002],  Kücklich [2005], and Morris [2003] among others.

3 For example, the game Little Big Planet, which features game level creation as one of its core game play mechanics, has 
realized the creation and upload/sharing of 1M levels within its first nine months of release, and now offers more than 
1.3M user-rated levels. See http://www.littlebigplanet.com/en-us/game_guide/ps3/playing/community_levels, accessed 
30 March 2010.

4 Nomic games (http://www.nomic.net/, accessed 30 March 2010) are those where changing the rules of a game is move, 
such that rule changing, generally with the agreement or vote of the game's players, becomes a play mechanic.

5 A popular Web portal where modders share and discuss their mods with modding fans who download, play, and rate the 
mods, can be found at http://www.moddb.com. These fans in turn may be just mod players, or they may be other 
modders who seek to learn about what others have accomplished, with whom to consult for advice, or with whom to try 
to join with in developing more ambitious game conversion mods. Mod fans or users also may consult 
http://www.usercreated.org for news and reviews of current mods, accessed 30 March 2010.

6 As with the previous note 2 on Doom, the history of CS is described elsewhere in many places, from Wikipedia 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Counter-Strike, to various game fan sites like http://www.cstrike-planet.com/, to game 
modding sites like Planet Counter-Strike at http://planethalflife.gamespy.com/cs/ and others, accessed 30 March 2010.

7 See http://www.gamasutra.com/php-bin/news_index.php?story=21319 for disclosed sales figures from Valve Software, 
accessed 30 March 2010.

8 Game modding toolkits are also identified as “software development toolkits” (SDKs). However, they are not general 
purpose software development environments, but instead are specific to a game or family of games that share a common 
game engine. Software engineers designate such toolkits as domain-specific SDKs that center about the use of a domain-
specific programming language, like UnrealScript for the Unreal game engine. 

9 See http://chexquest.wikia.com/wiki/Chex_Quest and also http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C1A6dzpnZPM, accessed 
30 March 2010.

10 See http://aoedipus.net/ for access to the WTF?! game, and also to http://www.nideffer.net/promo/proj/wtf.html for an 
overview. The !SDK also supports subsequent modding of WTF? -- see http://nideffer.net/promo/proj/wtfe.html, 
accessed 30 March 2010.

11 See http://www.machinima.com and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machinima for machinima, while for art mods see 
http://www.gamescenes.org/, http://www.selectparks.net/modules.php?name=News&new_topic=5 , and 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_game_art for links to other descriptions and source examples, accessed 30 March 
2010.

12 The game, The Movies, from Lionhead Studios, provides a game play experience that explicitly focuses on tools and 
techniques for movie-making, as well as enabling creation of parodies about movie-making studios and stars. Details at 
http://www.lionhead.com/TheMovies/MakingMovies.aspx (accessed 30 March 2010) encourage game players to make 
their own movies and post them on the Internet.
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13 Velvet-Strike is an example of an interventionist art mod that alters the CS mod of Half-Life by artists Anne-Marie 
Schleiner, Joan Leandre and Brody Condon in 2002, so as to allow for inclusion of anti-war graffiti within the tactical 
small-group battleground of a CS game level/world. See http://www.opensorcery.net/velvet-strike/, accessed 30 March 
2010.

14 See http://switch.sjsu.edu/CrackingtheMaze/ and also http://switch.sjsu.edu/web/v5n2/index2.html, accessed 31 March 
2010.

15 See art works by artists like Brody Condon http://www.tmpspace.com/, Robert Nideffer http://www.nideffer.net, and 
Eddo Stern http://www.eddostern.com/, as well as others found at net art portals like http://www.selectparks.net, 
accessed 30 March 2010.

16 Print-based and online periodicals like MaximumPC (http://www.maximumpc.com/, accessed 30 March 2010) and 
CustomPC (http://www.custompc.co.uk/, accessed 30 March 2010) focus attention and provide illustrated guidance for 
how to modify PCs to improve game run-time performance, and routinely employ performance intensive computer 
games like Crysis and Fry Cry 2 (both of which can be modded) to demonstrate and document the results of PC systems 
before and after modding.

17 This kind of technological expression, identification, and eros is dramatized as popular culture in feature films like The 
Fast and Furious series (2001-2009), and earlier in American Graffiti (1973), Two-Lane Blacktop (1971), and Hot Rod 
Girl (1956).

18 See photos of examples from Quake2009 at http://news.bigdownload.com/photos/quakecon-2009-pc-case-mods-
pictures/2207346/ or from 2008 at http://news.bigdownload.com/photos/quakecon-2008-pc-case-mod-gallery/955134/, 
accessed 30 March 2010.

19 It should also be noted that in response to such dissemination of knowledge for how to hack into the Xbox system, that 
Microsoft invested a great deal of effort and resources to insure its subsequent Xbox 360 game platform could not be so 
readily hacked, and it seems to have mostly succeeded in these efforts, though to the disadvantage of its users, who must 
consequently look elsewhere to learn about reverse engineering and platform hacking as a basis for system innovation or 
customization. In this regard, Microsoft's actions may suggest it does not trust the consumers of its products to engage in 
activities that might improve their personal situation, but instead acts to protect what Microsoft perceives to be its 
corporate interests within its dispersed intellectual property.

20 Such practice is to be distinguished from suspect or illegal misappropriation of trade secrets through covert acquisition 
of materials or documents from insiders or other illicit sources, rather than as a consumer who is inquisitive and willing 
to void their product warranty to look inside the back box to see what's there, and who is willing to exercise the freedom 
to figure out how it does or doesn't operate, and who can create or modify what is found to achieve new operational 
capabilities.

21 Console hardware may also be modded through the incorporation of custom integrated circuits (“modchips”) which 
circumvent vendor-imposed limitations or copy protection mechanisms. For example, see http://www.modchip.com  ,   
http://www.mod-chip.com, http://www.modchipstore.com, or http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modchip among others, 
accessed 30 March 2010.

22 Prior to the release of WoW, Blizzard Entertainment actively pursued and ultimately shut down the independent 
development of a Battel.Net server portal called bnetd.org that was claimed to have been reverse engineered from public 
information. But Blizzard successfully prosecuted that such modding entailed work-around or breakage of in-game 
anticircumvention mechanism, and that such infringement made the bnetd.org modders legally culpable. The Court then 
ruled in favor of Blizzard Entertainment and bnetd.org was shut down. See Davidson & Assoc. et al., v. Jung et al., 422 
F.3d 630, 633 (8th. Cir. 2005).

23 Kücklich [2005] reports the EULA for the Half-Life SDK “...hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, 
terminable, worldwide, non-transferable license to: (a) use, reproduce and modify the SDK in source code form, solely 
to develop a Mod; and (b) reproduce, distribute and license the Mod in object code form, solely to licensed end users of 
Half-Life, without charge.”
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24 Information on the Mozilla tri-license for the Firefox source code (the MPL as a minimally restricted license, the GPLv2 
as a reciprocal license, and the LGPLv2.1 as a library-style license) can be found at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/, 
accessed 30 March 2010.

25 See the Open Gaming Foundation at http://www.opengamingfoundation.org/licenses.html and also the d20 Game 
System license from the Wizards of the Coast at http://www.wizards.com/default.asp?x=d20/welcome, accessed 30 
March 2010.

26 In a game like Doom, this internal representation is denoted by a WAD file [Kushner 2003, Morris 2003].

27 See http://www.worldofwarcraft.com/ui/ and  http://www.worldofwarcraft.com/policy/ui.html, accessed 30 March 2010.

28 See http://nwn.bioware.com/builders/, accessed 30 March 2010.

29 See http://www.udk.com/, accessed 30 March 2010.

30 See http://www.garrysmod.com/, accessed 30 March 2010. 

31 See http://www.idsoftware.com/business/techdownloads/, accessed 30 March 2010.

32 The game development studio, Crytek, has begun to offer job interviews at their company as a prize for winning a game 
modding contest that they host. Further information at http://crymod.com/thread.php?threadid=56783, accessed 30 
March 2010.

33 For example, the lead designer of the Civilization V game from Firaxis Studios, Jon Shaffer, started his career as a 
modder of earlier Civilization games. His mods were recognized as being of sufficient quality, and his academic studies 
in European, 19th Century German, and World War II history aligned with his Civilization modding interests. 
Subsequently, he was recruited to work at Firaxis, and has become a lead designer there. See [Murdoch and Wilson 
2010] for details.

34 Though now moved into archived status, the description of The Layman's Guide to Mod Making at 
http://wiki.beyondunreal.com/Legacy:Making_Mods details what's involved in team-based mod making efforts. 
Similarly, Postigo's [2007] study of the Home Front Mod team for BattleField 1942 identifies more than 25 team 
members occupying 18 self-selected roles in mod making.

35 See http://www.planeshift.it/recruitment.html (accessed 30 March 2010) or [Scacchi 2004] for details.

36 See Scacchi [2004], p.64. Also see where such encouragement in modding as a career development strategy is reiterated 
at http://www.makesomethingunreal.com/overview.aspx, where it is stated, “...Nearly half of the people who work on  
Epic Games' development team were former mod-makers! We want to help you make it to the big leagues as well. Think  
you have what it takes? Check out the Epic Jobs page.” accessed 30 March 2010.

37 The development of the Chex Quest game conversion by a small game studio did allow for one of its first-time mod 
maker's, Chuck Jacobi, to subsequently become lead game artist for Electronic Arts LA, a major game studio. See [Lathi 
2009] for details.

38 Scacchi [2008] also draws comparison of the world of computer games, FOSS, and scientific research computing.

39 For an introduction, history, and sample practices of the Warez scene, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warez_scene, 
http://www.warezscene.org/, http://thewarezscene.org/forums/,  or http://torrentfreak.com/interview-with-a-warez-scene-
releaser/  ,   accessed 30 March 2010. 

40 See http://torrentfreak.com/top-10-most-pirated-games-of-2008-081204/ for 2008, and for 2009 see 
http://torrentfreak.com/the-most-pirated-games-of-2009-091227/  ,   accessed 30 March 2010.

41 As another major area of FOSS development activity (at SourceForge and elsewhere) is in the domain of 
Science/Engineering, we should not be surprised to soon see new FOSS game engines or game physics libraries being 
modded to support more complex physical computations beyond forces and motions, and eventually include electro-
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magnetism, quantum chromodynamics, and celestial mechanics, as well as chemical, biological, geological, and 
meterological processes. Conversely, as such capabilities come into being, then we expect scientists and students 
working in such areas to increasingly see their experimental studies employing these new science game mods [Mayo 
2007].
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Open source concepts, tools, and 
techniques for developing online 

environments to facilitate collaboration and 
cooperative work among geographically 

dispersed teams



Spherical Visualizations 
in Virtual Worlds 



Spherical Displays in Virtual Worlds

We are experimenting with datasets from the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAH)’s Science on a Sphere (SOS) program.

http://www.noaa.gov/
http://www.noaa.gov/


Science on a Sphere (SOS)

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 3

      Science on a Sphere is a room sized, global 
display system that uses computers and video 
projectors to display planetary data onto a six foot 
diameter sphere, analogous to a giant animated 
globe.

     Researchers at NOAA developed SOS as an 
educational tool to help illustrate Earth System 
science in a way that is both intuitive and 
captivating and to increase public understanding 
of the environment.

     It is used as an instrument to enhance informal 
educational programs in science centers, 
universities, and museums across the world.  It is 
currently installed at 47 sites worldwide.http://sos.noaa.gov/

http://sos.noaa.gov/


Discovery Science Center, 
Santa Ana, California

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 4

We are partnering with the Discovery 
Science Center, a local science museum in 
Santa Ana, which recently completed its 
own SOS installation.

Our goal is to bring the NOAA datasets to 
a broader audience using virtual worlds.  
We are looking to create a self-contained, 
open source solution that can easily be 
brought into the classroom.



SOS SphereCasting

Viewing the first international SphereCast, live from COP15, 
the United Nations ClimateChange Conference in 
Copenhagen, Denmark from the Discovery Science Center in 
Santa Ana, CA.

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 5

What is SphereCasting?

A SphereCast is an SOS presentation done 
simultaneously at multiple sites by a single presenter, 
via the Internet.  Many sites can receive the 
SphereCast, but only one site is the host. There are 
two components to a SphereCast: remote control of a 
presentation on an SOS system, and a live video (or 
audio) lecture that accompanies the SOS presentation.

The SphereCast is setup with a client-server 
architecture where the server is a specialized site 
(usually from NOAA headquarters) but any SOS 
installation can register to be a client/receiver of the 
SphereCast.  Any commands the presenter issues to 
the SOS system at the host site are immediately 
replicated on all the SOS client systems. When the 
presenter loads a new dataset, that data is loaded on all 
the watching systems. When the presenter uses the 
remote control to start or stop animation, or orient the 
sphere, all the remote spheres behave identically.

All datasets must be pre-loaded in each client site.  
The streaming video component uses Apple 
Quicktime.

An additional  goal is to be able to receive 
SphereCasts from within a virtual world.



SOS Datasets/Playlists
 SOS Datasets include:

� Images
� Video
� Animations
� PIP (picture in picture overlays)
� Audio
� Slide presentations

 Displayed on wall mounted displays, not on the SOS sphere

 SOS Playlists
� Playlists organize and group together content for a presentation.
� They can define the tilt and/or rotation of the sphere
� They are simple text files that are read and interpreted by the main SOS 

application interface. 
� Playlists directly access the files in the datasets

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 6



OpenSim Platform
 We are experimenting with visualizing the SOS datasets 

in OpenSim.
 OpenSim is an open source server platform for hosting 

virtual worlds. It is compatible with the Second Life client.
 For the client, we are using the open source Hippo 

OpenSim viewer.  It is compatible with the Second Life 
grid while taking advantage of OpenSim features and 
extensions. 

 An OpenSim platform allows us to create a self-
contained open source solution that can easily run on a 
portable computer.

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 7

http://opensimulator.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Life
http://mjm-labs.com/viewer/


Goals

1. Display the SOS datasets in a virtual world 
using OpenSim.

2. Allow avatars to control which datasets are 
displayed.

3. Control the datasets from an external 
application.

4. Interpret SOS playlists and use them to control 
the datasets from an external app.

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 8



Datasets in OpenSim

 Images
� SOS images and video must have a 2:1 aspect ratio.

� Images must be imported into OpenSim as textures that can be applied to the 
spherical prim object that implements the SOS sphere.

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 9

This “Blue Marble” image is an example image
From the SOS dataset.

SOS images must be converted to 512X512 
pixels and rotated before then can be imported as 
textures for the sphere (left).  Note that the 
distortion created by scaling the image to a 
square format  is counteracted when it is 
“stretched” around a spherical prim (right).



Datasets in OpenSim

 Video
� In OpenSim, mp4 video can be streamed from an external URL 

onto any object covered with a predefined “media texture”.

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 10

Here a video showing international 
aviation flight paths relative to time 
is being streamed simultaneously to 
both a rectangular and a spherical 
prim.  The video is adjusted to wrap 
seamlessly around the sphere.



Controlling Datasets

 Using an avatar

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 11

Here an avatar controls which 
dataset is displayed by 
“touching” a kiosk with a variety 
of planet display options.

The avatar can also “touch” the 
sphere to start and stop its 
rotation.

The touch events are detected 
and handled via scripts (written 
in LSL-Linden Scripting 
Language).  Communication 
between objects is via internal 
chat channels.



Controlling Datasets

 From an external chat channel

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 12

Here the client has been 
configured to listen to an 
external chat channel on 
freenode.net.

The user can send commands 
from the external channel.  
Here a user is controlling 
rotation and changing the 
sphere texture remotely.



Tilt

 Scripts now support displaying the sphere at a 
specified x-axis tilt.

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 13

The SOS 
datasets 
display earth 
images at a 
23.5 deg. tilt 
on the x-axis.



Modeling an SOS Installation

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 14

We are in the early stages of modeling the Discovery Science 
Center’s SOS Installation in OpenSim.



More Spherical Visualizations
 Hollowed Sphere

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 15

Here an avatar is 
shown entering a 
hollow sphere that 
contains a smaller 
sphere in it’s core.  
Both are textured 
with SOS data 
images.

In this view the Avatar has entered the interior of 
the larger sphere and is looking outward.  Note that 
the texture image is visible for the spheres interior 
and also that the image is a reversed from the inside 
looking out.



More Spherical Visualizations

http://www.isr.uci.edu/ 16

 Space debris visualization using hollowed spheres

We’ve been exploring visualizations of 
space debris in virtual worlds.

Here we’ve simulated a visualization of debris in the 
earth’s atmosphere. Surrounding the earth textured 
sphere in the center are three concentric hollowed 
spheres with transparent textures.



Drivable video racing game simulator
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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines the development process of a mixed reality  
video game prototype that combines a classic arcade driving game  
with  a  real  world  vehicle.  In  this  project  the  user,  or  player,  
maneuvers the car-shaped arcade cabinet through actual physical  
space using a screen as a navigational guide which renders the  
real world in the style of an 8-bit video game.  This case study is  
presented  as  a  “perversive  game”:  an  attempt  to  disrupt  the  
everyday  by  highlighting  and  inverting  conventional  behavior  
through humor and paradox.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1  [Information Interfaces  and Presentation ]:  Multimedia 
Information Systems – artificial, augmented and virtual realities ; 
H.5.m  [Simulation  and  Modeling ]:  Types  of  Simulation  – 
gaming; J.5 [Arts and Humanities]: Fine Arts, Performing Arts;  
H.5.m  [Information  Interfaces  and  Presentation ]: 
Miscellaneous.

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors, Theory.

Keywords
Game design, game innovation, mixed reality, augmented reality,  
alternate  reality,  pervasive  gaming,  live  action  role  playing,  
electronic art, experimental interfaces, prototyping.

1. INTRODUCTION
The OutRun project is a game and media art project that explores  
the overlap between the physical world and game environments.  
OutRun explores the act of driving a vehicle and the interstitial  
space  between  everyday  life  (driving  an  automobile)  and  a  
simulation of it (playing a driving video game) by combining the  
real world and OutRun, an eight-bit arcade driving game released  
by Sega in 1986. This project features two main components:

1. Cabinet-Car: A  car-shaped  sit-down  arcade  cabinet  
from Sega's OutRun is converted into a small car that can actually  
drive. This is done by modifying an existing fiberglass and wood 
cabinet with motors, wheels and drivetrain components from an  
electric golf cart. The original arcade cabinet is modeled after a  
1984 Ferrari Testarossa. This customized cabinet-car will use the  
existing videogame controls (steering wheel, acceleration pedal,

brake)  to  control  the  vehicle.  It  is  expected that  the  maximum  
speed of the car will be no more than 20 miles (32 kilometers) per  
hour.   See  Figure  1  for  a  mockup  diagram  of  the  completed  
cabinet-car.

2. Custom Augmented Reality Software:  The screen, which is 
positioned in front of the driver, renders the real world in the style  
of the 1986 video game OutRun. This is done through custom-
built computer vision software and GPS sensors that calculate the  
location  of  the  experimental  vehicle  and  display  a  street-level  
view rendered in  the style  of the vintage video game. In  other  
words,  the  driver only sees an eight-bit-style game rendered in  
their "windshield," which appears as if they are playing the 1986  
videogame.  Accelerating  or  turning  the  car-cabinet  in  the  real  
world will proportionally change the display.  Although the screen  
will  mimic  the  real  world  around  it,  it  is  expected  that  the  
augmented display and the real world will not match perfectly.

Figure 1. The proposed OutRun cabinet-car.

This project is motivated by the following concepts:

1. The De-Simulation of Driving  - This project de-simulates the  
driving  component  of  a  videogame.  Driving  game  simulations  
strive  to  be  increasingly  realistic,  but  this  realism  is  usually  
focused on graphical representations. Instead, this system pursues  
"real" driving through a videogame as its primary goal.

2. GPS Navigation & Mixed Reality Parallax  - Driving in a real 
automobile with a GPS navigation system can be game-like. This  
project explores the consequences of only using only a computer  
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model  of  the  world  as  a  navigation  tool  for  driving.  The  
windshield  of  this  project's  vehicle  only  shows  a  re-rendered  
simulation of the immediate environment, and as a result, driving  
it in the real world is often difficult or dangerous. As a result, this  
project explores and investigates how augmented reality and GPS  
data differs from the physical world, and what happens when an  
augmentation of reality envelops and obfuscates reality.

2. CONTEXTS IN GAME CULTURE
The OutRun project shares similarities to several existing genres  
of game design,  namely pervasive games (including live-action  
role-playing games, alternate reality games, and big games) and  
driving simulators.

Pervasive  games  “move  beyond  the  traditional  computer  
interfaces and into the physical world to occupy time and place on  
a  human  scale.”[Falk,  Jennica;  Davenport,  Glorianna  (2004).  
"Live Role-Playing Games: Implications for Pervasive Gaming"  
(PDF). Entertainment Computing – ICEC 2004. Lecture Notes in  
Computer Science. 3166. Springer Berlin / Heidelberg. page 127.]  
As Falk and Davenport describe, pervasive games blur lines of  
demarcation  between  games  and  life:  players  are  mixed  with  
game characters, the real world is overlapped with game worlds,  
and  game  artifacts  are  combined  with  real  world  objects.  
Contemporary pervasive games consist of at least three subgenres:  
live  action  role-playing  games,  alternate  reality  games  and  big  
games.

Live action role-playing (LARP) games are pervasive role-playing  
games  where  individuals  physically  act  out  their  characters'  
actions, typically in a fictional setting that is represented by the  
real  world.     Players  embody  their  character  roles  through  
costumes and physical actions, maintaining a clear sense of being  
in-character or out-of-character [Tychsen et al., Live Action Role  
Playing Games, page 255].  Alternate Reality games, on the other  
hand, are pervasive games that attempt to delete the line between  
being  in-character  and  out-of-character:  “they  do  everything  in  
their  power to erase game boundaries – physical,  temporal and  
social  –  and  to  obscure  the  metacommunications  that  might  
otherwise  announce,  'This  is  play.'”[Jane  McGonigal,  A Real  
Little  Game:  The  Performance  of  Belief  in  Pervasive  Play].  
Instead of fictional character play, alternate reality games have an  
aesthetic  of  trying to  not  look like either  a  game or  a  fantasy.  
Inspiration for alternate reality games is primarily driven by an  
extension  of  gaming  environments  through  mobile  network  
technologies and ubiquitous computing. [Jane McGonigal, A Real  
Little Game: The Performance of Belief in Pervasive Play].

Within  the  category  of  pervasive  games,  the  OutRun  project  
perhaps has the most similarity with some styles of “Big Games,”  
especially the Pac-Manhattan project led by Frank Lantz at NYU's  
Interactive Telecommunications graduate program in 2004 (Figure  
2).  Pac-Manhattan is  a large-scale  urban game that utilized the  
New York City grid to recreate the 1980's video game Pac-Man. A  
player  dressed  as  Pac-Man  runs  around  an  area  of  Manhattan  
while attempting to collect all of the virtual "dots" that ran the  
length  of  the  streets;  four  players  dressed  as  the  ghosts  Inky,  
Blinky, Pinky and Clyde attempted to catch Pac-Man before all of  
the dots were collected [Pac-Manhattan, http://pacmanhattan.com/
about.php, 2004].  

Figure 2.   Pac-Manhattan, a “big” game developed in 2004  
where individuals play a Pac-Man inspired physical game  

through the streets of Manhattan.
Like the OutRun project, Pac-Manhattan takes an existing eight-
bit game and explores what happens when it is mapped into the  
larger "real world" of buildings, streets, and cities.  In comparison  
to  LARP  or  Alternate  Reality  games,  Big  Games  like  Pac-
Manhattan have a simple premise: take an existing video game  
and explore what happens when it is scaled up into the real world.  
OutRun does this, but also does the inverse: it attempts to take the  
real  world and translate  it  into  a  “small  game” on a  computer  
screen.

Figure 3.  The F1Showcar, a full size motion simulator  
computer game car system.

The  OutRun  project  also  borrows  from  non-pervasive  game  
systems in its concept.  The contemporary racing simulator video  
game  community,  for  example,  has  developed  a  substantial  
selection  of  customized  computer  furniture  and  hardware  
peripherals  to  augment  its  genre of  game play.   Basic  systems  
include  foot  pedal  and  steering  wheel  peripherals,  while  more  
involved  configurations  include  full  scale  car  cockpits  and  
hydraulic  motion tables  that  simulate  the physics  of  real-world  
driving (Figure 3) [F1 ShowCar, http://f1showcar.com/ ].

The  OutRun  project  extends  this  pursuit  of  immersive  driving  
simulation  by  reconnecting  the  reproduction  with  its  original  
source: actually driving.  In the process, OutRun borrows from  
pervasive gaming by using the real world as its game space.

http://f1showcar.com/
http://pacmanhattan.com/about.php
http://pacmanhattan.com/about.php


The end result explores the relatively new phenomenon of driving  
an automobile and simultaneously looking at a computer screen.  
Contemporary driving increasingly involves computing: using a  
GPS navigation system, in-dash entertainment, or text messaging  
while driving are progressively part of real-world driving culture.  
Although automobile GPS navigation is not considered a game,  
malfunctioning wayfinding algorithms and inaccuracies in street-
level  data  can  produce  a  humorous,  frustrating  or  dangerous  
“pervasive game.”  These overlaps have serious consequences and  
deserve to be explored: in 2008, the British newspaper The Mirror  
estimated that automobile GPS navigation systems have caused  
300,000  accidents  in  the  UK  [The  Mirror,  SatNav  danger  
revealed: Navigation device blamed for causing 300,000 crashes,  
Tanith Carey, 21/07/2008].  OutRun is not proposing a solution to  
precarious  uses  of  computers  in  vehicles,  but  intentionally  
magnifying  and  embracing  the  problem.   In  the  process,  the  
system strives to function in the historical role of a trickster: to  
disrupt the everyday by highlighting and inverting conventional  
behavior  through  humor  and  paradox.  [Hertz,  Un-Simulations,  
Tricksters  and  Radical  Thought,  Blackflash  Magazine,  2009]  
OutRun extends simulation and perverts it at the same time: it is  
like a fantasy taken to its extreme and gone humorously wrong.  
Being a clown doesn't accomplish much, but trying to intelligently  
invert social conventions and assumptions can constructively and  
artistically rewire our understandings of who we are.

3. PROJECT DESIGN AND 
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The OutRun system began as a project proposal in January 2009.  
Active development started in June 2009 after five undergraduate  
students at UC Irvine were recruited as interns from the course  
“Computer  Games  as  Art,  Culture  and  Technology”  [Losh,  
DAC09, 2009].  I oversaw development production, and the team  
was split up into the following general areas – Hardware: Matt  
Wong and Erik Olson; Game and  Visualization Software: Chris  
Guevara; Media Assets: David Dinh; and Documentation: Richard  
Vu.  The Laboratory for Ubiquitous Computing and Interaction at  
UC  Irvine  provided  intern  office  space  and  software  licenses,  
while the Arts Computation Engineering program at UCI provided  
large  format  studio  space  for  the  physical  construction  of  the  
cabinet-car.

3.1 Software Design and Development  
Process

Figure 4. A screenshot from the first level of the original 1986  
video game OutRun.

The  original  OutRun  game  featured  a  pixellated  1984  Ferrari  
Testarossa that the user controlled down winding roads through a  
number of different landscapes.  For the purposes of this project,  
only the first level will be used as a source of inspiration: it is an  
idealized  version  of  a  California-esque  beach  community  with  
palm trees, windsurfers and surf shops – plus a six lane freeway  
barreling through it all (Figure 4).

Software  development  of  the  project  to  date  has  focused  on  
building a software system that is able to render the real world as  
it would be drawn in the original OutRun game.  In other words,  
the software's key task was to draw the world like an eight-bit  
driving videogame: if a road actually appears in front of you that  
curves to the left, the system would draw an eight-bit style road  
on the screen that curved to the left.

Development  of  this  software has  taken two different  paths:  1.  
Using computer vision to detect objects in the real world, and 2.  
Using location-aware technologies like global positioning systems  
(GPS)  to position the user in a virtual world.

3.1.1 Computer Vision Development Path
Development of the OutRun software began with the development  
of a realtime computer vision system using Max/MSP/Jitter 5, an  
interactive graphical programming environment for music, audio,  
and media [Cycling '74, Max/MSP/Jitter,  http://cycling74.com/ ]. 
Jitter – an architecture  optimized for use with video – was used to  
take video data and store it in a two dimensional array.  Cv.jit, a  
collection of of Max/MSP/Jitter computer vision tools by Jean-
Marc Pelletier, was used for its ability to detect line edges in video  
data.  Along with pre-defined Max/MSP/Jitter objects and a line  
detection  tool  in  cv.jit,  we  created  our  own  computer  vision  
objects in Java to tackle what we saw as our main problem: to  
detect the shape of roads. 

Figure 5. Driving video processed using Jean-Marc Pelletier's  
cv.jit.lines, a Max/MSP/Jitter tool for detecting line edges in  

video data.
Cv.jit detected numerous lines in a scene (Figure 5) and to focus  
on roads, we developed a number of custom filtering algorithms  
to  remove  lines  that  we  thought  weren't  road-like.   Then,  by  
calculating the convergence point of the road-like lines, we tried  
to determine the general direction of the road (Figure 6).  

http://cycling74.com/


Figure 6. Driving video processed with cv.jit.lines and custom  
filtering modules.  The dot in the center of the image shows  

the calculated direction of the road, which is the average  
convergence point of filtered lines.

This approach has been useful in programmatically determining  
the direction of real-world roads,  but  is  far from perfect.   The  
current system is only set to detect a single road endpoint, does  
not  calculate  road  width,  and  gets  confused  by  shadows,  
crosswalks and other variables.

Despite  these  problems,  the  calculated  endpoint  produces  
interesting  results  when  rendered  in  an  eight-bit  driving  video  
game style.  To do this, we constructed a simple Adobe Flash-
based driving game that was controllable by our Max/MSP/Jitter  
vision  software.   We  used  Antony  Dzeryn's  Retro  Racer  as  a  
starting  point  for  this  development,  a  Flash-based  open  source  
driving  game  that  was  similar  in  style  to  the  original  OutRun  
game.   By  modifying  the  ActionScript   and  replacing  media  
assets, we modified Retro Racer to look more like OutRun and  
enabled  communication  between  Max/MSP/Jitter  and  Flash  
(Figure 7).

Figure 7. Custom Flash-based game developed in the style of  
OutRun, with road endpoint controllable by computer vision  

data in Max/MSP/Jitter.

3.1.2 Locative / GPS Development Path
The second development path that is being pursued for this project  
is  through  location-aware  technologies  like  global  positioning  
systems (GPS)  to position the user in an eight-bit style virtual  
world.   This  development  path  has  been  pursued  with  
undergraduate students Matt Shigekawa, Jesse Joseph and Mike  
Tang starting in September 2009.

Figure 8. A standard Google Map view of Balboa Island,  
California that shows street data and land outlines.

Figure 9. Street data and land outlines of Balboa Island drawn  
in an eight-bit videogame style.

This  approach takes  data  from the physical  world – like street  
data,  land  shapes  and  building  placement  –  and  builds  a  pre-
rendered three dimensional virtual world that can be navigated by  
using a real time GPS sensor that controls a handheld display.

The three dimensional virtual world was built to be displayed in  
Google Earth, and was constructed in Keyhole Markup Language  
(KML),  an  XML-based  language  schema  for  expressing  
geographic  annotation  and  visualization  on   two-dimensional  
maps  and  three-dimensional  Earth  browsers  [Google,  KML –  
Google  Code,  http://code.google.com/apis/kml/].  To  simplify  
development and testing of this approach, we focused on small  
geographic  areas:  Balboa Island and the UC Irvine Campus in  



Orange County, California. Ground maps for this eight-bit-styled  
environment  were  built  non-programmatically   from street  and  
earth data (Figures 8 and 9), and objects – like trees, buildings,  
automobiles and people – were taken from the original OutRun  
game.  The world was assembled using Google SketchUp,  a 3D  
modeling  program  that  facilitates  the  placement  of  models  in  
Google  Earth  (Figures  10  and  11)  [Google  SketchUp,  
http://www.sketchup.com ]. 

Figure 10. Two dimensional media assets being assembled  
using Google SketchUp, recreating the start sequence of the  

original OutRun game on Park Avenue, Balboa Island.
After  assembling  scenes  on  Balboa  Island  and  the  UC  Irvine  
Campus the locations were physically navigated with a Q1UP-XP  
Samsung  UMPC  Tablet  and  a  Nokia  LD-1W  Wireless  GPS  
Module, with position data fed from the GPS module to Google  
Earth  by  GooPs  Pro,  a  Google  Earth  GPS  Tracking  and  
Navigation tool. 

Figure 11. View down Park Avenue of Balboa Island in Google  
Earth with placed OutRun-style media assets.

Real-world testing of this locative/GPS system showed that the  
Nokia  LD-1W  Wireless  GPS  module  had  a  resolution  of  
approximately ten to fifteen meters and a location refresh rate of  

about  three  seconds.   These  factors  made  real-time  interaction  
with the virtual world not as immersive as we would have liked:  
in Balboa Island tests, the lack of GPS resolution positioned us as  
driving  through  a  row  of  trees  and  the  position  refresh  rate  
produced a lurching/hopping sensation as you moved down the  
street, at least at the perspective of the original video game.  A  
locative  development  path  will  likely  require  a  high resolution  
GPS  receiver  (like  a  Navcom  SF-2050G  with  an  accuracy  of  
10cm) and tweening between location waypoints.

The sensation of speed was also considerably different from the  
original game: driving a real-world car at 40 kilometers per hour  
through the eight-bit virtual world, for example, seemed painfully  
slow  in  comparison  to  the  200+  km/h  average  speed  of  the  
original game car. In our mixed reality GPS prototype it felt as if  
you were crawling through the game world, highlighting that in  
everyday driving one normally doesn't race a car down residential  
streets. This gap between the expectations of the game world and  
action in the real world could have some interesting implications  
for gameplay: it could either encourage players to drive recklessly  
in  the  real  world  to  recreate  the  original  eight-bit  game  
experience,  or highlight how slow and mundane everyday real-
world driving is in comparison to a driving game.

3.2 Cabinet-Car Design and Development  
Process

Figure 12. Proposed Cabinet-Car Component Layout, using  
side profile of video game cabinet as a reference.

The cabinet-car is the conglomeration of two components: a sit-
down video game arcade cabinet and an electric golf cart (Figure  
12).   The  arcade  cabinet  chosen  was  the  “deluxe”  OutRun  
configuration offered by Sega,  weighing with 350 kg (770 lbs)  
with  hydraulic  side-to-side  motion,  a  large  fiberglass  driving  
cockpit and a 25 inch CRT monitor.  Our cabinet  was purchased  
from a private party in Maine (USA) in July 2009 (Figure 13).

http://www.sketchup.com/


Figure 13. Original OutRun “Deluxe” arcade game cabinet  
(background) and 1959 Turfrider Mark IV golf cart  

(foreground).
In  August  2009  a  three-wheeled  golf  cart  was  purchased  as  a  
drivetrain for the system: a 1959 Turfrider Mark IV (Figure 13).  
The  Mark  IV  golf  cart  was  selected  due  to  its  three  wheel  
configuration, unique “googie” space-age styling and similar form  
factor to the OutRun cabinet.  However, after testing the system it  
lacked  efficiency,  power,  stability  and  the  tricycle  steering  
mechanism would be difficult to interface with the arcade steering  
wheel.  As a result, the classic golf cart was abandoned in favor of  
a four-wheeled 2007 Ez-Go RXV, which grants at the Institute for  
Software Research supported since Fall 2009. The Ez-Go RXV  
electric  golf  cart  provides  a  more  functional  drivetrain,  with  
greater  reliability,  power,  battery  duration  and  serviceability  to  
make the make the system more viable as a robust exhibit/vehicle  
device.

4. CONCLUSION: PERVERSIVE 
GAMING
In  2003  Jane  McGonigal  humorously  raised  the  idea  that  the  
combination  of  pervasive  and  immersive  play  results  in  
“perversive” gaming: where “players are prone to falling for the  
games’ dissimulative rhetoric [...] They wind up believing in their  
play too much for their own good.” [Jane McGonigal, "A Real  
Little  Game:  The  Performance  of  Belief  in  Pervasive  Play."  
Digital  Games  Research  Association  (DiGRA)  "Level  Up"  
Conference Proceedings.  November 2003.]  Through the OutRun  
project,  I'd  like to  return to McGonigal's  concept of  perversive  
gaming and extend it.

McGonigal sees that in pervasive and immersive game situations  
gamers maximize their play experience by performing the role of 
believing  that  they  are  able  to  permeate  the  game-reality  
boundary. In other words, players don't actually believe that real  
life and games are the same thing, but their enjoyment flows from  
pretending  that  the  two  worlds  are  able  to  be  intermingled.  

McGonigal  describes  this  gameplay  as  a  combination  of  the  
“Pinnocchio effect” – the desire for a game to be transformed into  
real  life  –  and  conversely,  the  desire  for  everyday  life  to  be  
transformed into a “real little game.” McGonigal focuses on two  
examples in her paper: the 2001 immersive game known as the  
Beast, and the Go Game, an ongoing urban superhero game [ibid].

The  OutRun  project  is  designed  to  fail  as  a  device  that  will  
seamlessly permeate  the boundary of  real life and a game.  In  
other words, it is intentionally built with faulty logic at its core:  
attempting to map a 1986 video game into the real world likely  
will never result in a seamless transition between game and life.  
When the game is extended beyond its normal constraints as a  
videogame, it results in a malfunctioning: confusion, collisions or  
accidents.  However, this is part of the fun of the OutRun project.  

Figure 14. McLuhan's Tetrad diagram, which proposes how  
communication and representation technologies have the  
potential to change in four distinct ways: obsolescence,  

retrieval, enhancement, and reversal.
A useful framework for visualizing and rethinking this dynamic  
includes Marshall and Eric McLuhan's Laws of Media: The New  
Science (1989), which proposes that media technologies have the  
potential  to  change  in  four  distinct  ways  [Marshall  and  Eric  
McLuhan,  Laws of  Media:  The New Science,  1989].  A poetic  
four-region model is presented to envision the characteristics of  
obsolescence,  retrieval,  enhancement,  and  reversal  (Figure  14).  
The  reversal,  in  McLuhan’s  eyes,  occurs  when  something  is  
pushed to its limits.

The main point of relevance to this discussion on pervasive and  
immersive games is that when mediating technologies are pushed  
beyond their ordinary limits, they can reverse or flip in their intent  
or use. The McLuhan tetrad diagram gives a visual graph to think  
about  how  game  projects  may  simultaneously  amplify,  invert,  
revive, and subsume – they swirl around and don’t simply proceed  
in a straight line. When a simulation is taken beyond its role as a  
safe  fantasy  and  pushed  to  envelop  and  take  over  reality,  it  
becomes perverted. Problematizing a binary virtual/physical view  
of the world, for example, can be done by taking virtuality to an  
extreme. By taking a belief or simulation too far, it stops being a  
comforting diversion and flips into an absurdity, an obsession or a  
dark  dream  [Hertz,  Un-Simulations,  Tricksters  and  Radical  
Thought, Blackflash Magazine, 2009]. In the process, beliefs are  
“perverted”  [Rafael  Lozano-Hemmer,  Perverting  Technological  
Correctness, Leonardo 29:1, 1996].



OutRun does not propose a solution to a problem: it intentionally  
magnifies  and  embraces an  impossible  gap  between  simulation  
and reality.  It does not see a line between game and real life, but  
rather a pleasurably impossible  area: an uncanny valley between 
the  familiar  and  the  almost-familiar  [Masahiro  Mori,  1970].  
Exploring this “perverted” and uncanny valley by over-extending  
simulations  is  a  useful  approach  for  game  design.  Intentional  
misuse  of  technology,  incorporating  physical  pain,  questioning  
cultural  concepts  of  progress,  creating  intentionally  useless  
devices and bending cultural stereotypes are all useful approaches  
to embrace in developing the uncanny [Rafael Lozano-Hemmer,  
Perverting Technological Correctness, Leonardo 29:1, 1996].

In  this  perversion,  the  game  strives  to  function  to  break  the  
“natural” rules to highlight and invert common knowledge.  To  
build  perversive  games  is  to  explore  the  historical  role  of  a  
trickster:  to  disrupt  the everyday by highlighting and inverting  
conventional behavior through humor and paradox. In the process,  
the contractual magic circle of engagement is extended spatially,  
temporally, and socially [Markus Montola, Games and Pervasive  
Games, Page 7].
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Abstract

A substantial number of enterprises and independ-
ent software vendors are adopting a strategy in which  
software-intensive systems are developed with an open  
architecture (OA) that may contain open source soft-
ware  (OSS)  components  or  components  with  open  
APIs. The emerging challenge is to realize the benefits  
of openness when components are subject to different  
copyright or property licenses. In this paper we identi-
fy  key  properties  of  OSS  licenses,  present  a  license  
analysis  scheme  to  identify  license  conflicts  arising  
from  composed  software  elements,  and  apply  it  to  
provide  guidance  for  software  architectural  design  
choices whose goal is to enable specific licensed com-
ponent  configurations.  Our  scheme  has  been  imple-
mented  in  an  operational  environment  and  demon-
strates a practical, automated solution to the problem  
of  determining  overall  rights  and obligations for  al-
ternative OAs.

1. Introduction

It has been common for OSS projects to require that 
developers contribute their work under conditions that 
ensure the project can license its products under a spe-
cific OSS license. For example, the Apache Contribut-
or  License  Agreement  grants  enough  rights  to  the 
Apache Software Foundation for the foundation to li-
cense the resulting systems under the Apache License. 
This sort of license configuration, in which the rights to 
a system’s components are homogenously granted and 
the  system has  a  well-defined  OSS license,  was the 
norm and continues to this day.

However, we more and more commonly see a differ-
ent license configuration, in which the components of a 
system do not have the same license. The resulting sys-
tem may not have any recognized OSS license at all—
in fact,  our  research  indicates  this is  the most likely 

outcome—but  instead,  if  all  goes  well  in  its  design, 
there will be enough rights available in the system so 
that it can be used and distributed, and perhaps modi-
fied by others and sublicensed, if the corresponding ob-
ligations are met. These obligations are likely to differ 
for components with different licenses; a BSD (Berke-
ley  Software  Distribution)  licensed  component  must 
preserve its copyright notices when made part  of the 
system, for example, while the source code for a modi-
fied component covered by MPL (the Mozilla Public 
License) must be made public, and a component with a 
reciprocal  license such as the Free Software Founda-
tion’s GPL (General  Public  License)  might carry the 
obligation to distribute the source code of that compon-
ent  but  also  of  other  components  that  constitute  “a 
whole which is a work based on” the GPL’d compon-
ent.  The  obligations  may conflict,  as  when a  GPL’d 
component’s  reciprocal  obligation  to  publish  source 
code of other components is combined with a propriet-
ary license’s prohibition of publishing source code, in 
which case there may be no rights available for the sys-
tem as a whole, not even the right of use, because the 
obligations of the licenses that would permit use of its 
components cannot simultaneously be met.

The central problem we examine and explain in this 
paper is to identify principles of software architecture 
and software licenses that facilitate or inhibit success of 
the OA strategy when OSS and other software compon-
ents with open APIs are employed. This is the know-
ledge we seek to  develop  and deliver.  Without  such 
knowledge, it is unlikely that an OA that is clean, ro-
bust,  transparent,  and  extensible  can  be  readily pro-
duced. On a broader scale, this paper seeks to explore 
and answer the following kinds of research questions: 
• What license applies to an OA system composed 

with components with different licenses?
• How do alternative OSS licenses facilitate or in-

hibit the development of OA systems? 



• How should  software  license constraints  be  spe-
cified so it is possible to automatically determine 
the overall set of rights and obligations associated 
with a configured software system architecture?

This paper may help establish a foundation for how 
to analyze and evaluate dependencies that might arise 
when seeking to develop software systems that embody 
an OA when different types of software components or 
software licenses are being considered for integration 
into an overall system configuration. 

In the remainder of this paper, we examine software 
licensing constraints. This is followed by an analysis of 
how these constraints can interact in order to determine 
the  overall  license  constraints  applicable  to  the  con-
figured system architecture. Next, we describe an oper-
ational  environment  that  demonstrates  automatic  de-
termination  of  license  constraints  associated  with  a 
configured system architecture, and thus offers a solu-
tion to the problem we face. We close with a discussion 
of the conclusions that follow.

2. Background

There is little explicit guidance or reliance on sys-
tematic empirical studies for how best to develop, de-
ploy, and sustain complex software systems when dif-
ferent OA and OSS objectives are at hand. Instead, we 
find narratives that provide ample motivation and be-
lief  in  the  promise  and  potential  of  OA  and  OSS 
without consideration of what challenges may lie ahead 
in realizing OA and OSS strategies. Ven [2008] is a re-
cent exception.

We believe that a primary challenge to be addressed 
is  how to determine whether  a  system, composed of 
subsystems and components each with specific OSS or 
proprietary  licenses,  and  integrated  in  the  system’s 
planned configuration, is or is not open, and what li-
cense constraints apply to the configured system as a 
whole. This challenge comprises not only evaluating an 
existing system at run-time, but also at design-time and 
build-time for a proposed system to ensure that the res-
ult is “open” under the desired definition, and that only 
the acceptable licenses apply;  and also understanding 
which licenses are acceptable in this context. Because 
there are a range of types and variants of licenses [cf. 
OSI 2008], each of which may affect a system in differ-
ent ways, and because there are a number of different 
kinds of OSS-related components and ways of combin-
ing them that affect the licensing issue, a first necessary 
step  is  to  understand the  kinds of  software  elements 
that constitute a software architecture, and what kinds 
of licenses may encumber these elements or their over-
all configuration. 

OA seems to simply mean software system architec-
tures incorporating OSS components and open applica-
tion  program interfaces  (APIs).  But  not  all  software 
system  architectures  incorporating  OSS  components 
and open APIs will produce an OA, since the openness 
of an OA depends on: (a) how/why OSS and open APIs 
are located within the system architecture, (b) how OSS 
and open APIs are implemented, embedded,  or inter-
connected, (c) whether the copyright (Intellectual Prop-
erty)  licenses  assigned  to  different  OSS components 
encumber  all/part  of  a  software  system's  architecture 
into  which they are  integrated,  and  (d)  the  fact  that 
many alternative architectural configurations and APIs 
exist that may or may not produce an OA [cf. Antón 
and Alspaugh 2007, Scacchi and Alspaugh 2008]. Sub-
sequently,  we  believe  this  can  lead  to  situations  in 
which  new  software  development  or  acquisition  re-
quirements stipulate a software system with an OA and 
OSS, but the resulting software system may or may not 
embody an OA. This can occur when the architectural 
design  of  a  system  constrains  system  requirement-
s—raising the  question  of  what  requirements  can  be 
satisfied by a given system architecture, when require-
ments stipulate specific types or instances of OSS (e.g., 
Web browsers, content management servers) to be em-
ployed, or what architecture style [Bass, Clements, and 
Kazman 2003] is implied by a given set of system re-
quirements. 

Thus, given the goal of realizing an OA and OSS 
strategy together with the use of OSS components and 
open APIs, it is unclear how to best align acquisition, 
system requirements, software architectures,  and OSS 
elements across  different  software  license  regimes to 
achieve this goal [Scacchi and Alspaugh 2008].

3. Understanding open architectures

The statement that a system is intended to embody 
an open architecture using open software technologies 
like OSS and APIs, does not clearly indicate what pos-
sible mix of software elements may be configured into 
such a system. To help explain this, we first identify 
what kinds of software elements are included in com-
mon software architectures whether they are  open or 
closed [cf. Bass, Clements, Kazman 2003].

1. Software source code components – (a) standalone 
programs,  (b)  libraries,  frameworks,  or  middle-
ware, (c) inter-application script code (e.g., C shell 
scripts) and (d) intra-application script code (e.g., 
to create Rich Internet Applications using domain-
specific  languages  (e.g.,  XUL  for  Firefox  Web 



browser [Feldt  2007]  or  “mashups” [Nelson and 
Churchill 2006]). 

2. Executable components -- These are programs for 
which the software is in binary form, and its source 
code may not be open for access, review, modific-
ation, and possible redistribution. Executable bin-
aries  can  be  viewed  as  “derived  works”  [Rosen 
2005].

3. Application program interfaces/APIs – The avail-
ability of externally visible and accessible APIs to 
which  independently  developed  components  can 
be connected is the minimum condition required to 
form  an  “open  system”  [Meyers  and  Obendorf 
2001]. 

4. Software connectors – In addition to APIs,  these 
may be software either from libraries, frameworks, 
or application script code whose intended purpose 
is to provide a standard or reusable way of associ-
ating programs,  data  repositories,  or  remote  ser-
vices through common interfaces. The High Level 
Architecture (HLA) is an example of  a  software 
connector  scheme  [Kuhl,  Weatherly,  Damann 
2000],  as are  CORBA, Microsoft's  .NET,  Enter-
prise Java Beans, and LGPL libraries.

5. Configured  system or  sub-system architectures  – 
These  are  software  systems that  can  be  built  to 
conform to an explicit architectural  design. They 
include software source code components, execut-
able components, APIs, and connectors that are or-
ganized in a way that may conform to a known “ar-
chitectural  style”  such  as  the  Representational 
State  Transfer  [Fielding  and  Taylor  2002]  for 
Web-based client-server applications, or may rep-
resent an original  or  ad hoc architectural  pattern 
[Bass 2003].  Each of the software elements,  and 
the pattern in which they are arranged and inter-
linked, can all  be specified,  analyzed,  and docu-
mented  using  an  Architecture  Description  Lan-
guage and ADL-based support  tools [Bass 2003, 
Medvidovic 1999]. 

Figure 1 provides an overall view of an archetypal 
software architecture for a configured system that in-
cludes  and  identifies  each  of  the  software  elements 
above, as well as including free/open source software 
(e.g.,  Gnome Evolution)  and  closed  source  software 
(WordPerfect) components. In  simple terms, the con-
figured system consists of software components (grey 
boxes  in  the  Figure)  that  include  a  Mozilla  Web 
browser, Gnome Evolution email client, and WordPer-
fect word processor, all running on a Linux operating 
system that can access file, print, and other remote net-
worked  servers  (e.g.  an  Apache Web  server).  These 

components are interrelated through a set of software 
connectors (ellipses in the Figure) that connect the in-
terfaces of software components (small white boxes at-
tached to a component) and link them together. Modern 
day enterprise  systems or  command and control  sys-
tems will  generally have more complex architectures 
and a more diverse mix of software components than 
shown in the figure here. As we examine next, even this 
simple architecture raises a number of OSS licensing 
issues that constrain the extent of openness that may be 
realized in a configured OA.

Figure 1. An archetypal software architecture 
depicting components (grey boxes), connect-
ors (ellipses), interfaces (small boxes on com-
ponents), and data/control links

4. Understanding open software licenses

A particularly knotty challenge is the problem of li-
censes in OSS and OA. There are a number of different 
OSS  licenses,  and  their  number  continues  to  grow. 
Each license stipulates different constraints attached to 
software components that bear  it.  External  references 
are available which describe and explain many differ-
ent  licenses  that  are  now in use  with OSS [Fontana 
2008, OSI 2008, Rosen 2005, St. Laurent 2004]. 

More and more software systems are designed, built, 
released, and distributed as OAs composed of compon-
ents from different sources, some proprietary and oth-
ers not. Systems include components that are statically 
bound  or  interconnected  at  build-time,  while  other 



components may only be dynamically linked for execu-
tion at run-time, and thus might not be included as part 
of a software release or distribution. Software compon-
ents in such systems evolve not only by ongoing main-
tenance, but also by architectural refactoring, alternat-
ive  component  interconnections,  and  component  re-
placement  (via  maintenance  patches,  installation  of 
new versions, or migration to new technologies). Soft-
ware components in such systems may be subject  to 
different software licenses, and later versions of a com-
ponent may be subject to different licenses (e.g., from 
CDDL (Sun’s Common Development and Distribution 
License) to GPL, or from GPLv2 to GPLv3). 

Software systems with open architectures are subject 
to  different  software  licenses  than  may be  common 
with traditional proprietary, closed source systems from 
a  single  vendor.  Software  architects/developers  must 
increasingly attend to  how they design, develop,  and 
deploy software systems that  may be subject  to mul-
tiple, possibly conflicting software licenses. We see ar-
chitects,  developers,  software  acquisition  managers, 
and  others  concerned  with OAs as  falling into  three 
groups. The first group pays little or no heed to license 
conflicts and obligations; they simply focus on the oth-
er goals of the system. Those in the second group have 
assets  and  resources,  and  to  protect  these  they may 
have an army of lawyers to advise them on license is-
sues  and  other  potential  vulnerabilities;  or  they may 
constrain  the  design  of  their  systems so  that  only a 
small number of software licenses (possibly just one) 
are involved, excluding components with other licenses 
independent of whether  such components represent a 
more  effective  or  more  efficient  solution.  The  third 
group falls  between these two extremes; members  of 
this group want to design, develop, and distribute the 
best systems possible, while respecting the constraints 
associated with different software component licenses. 
Their goal is a configured OA system that meets all its 
goals, and for which all the license obligations for the 
needed copyright  rights  are satisfied.   It  is  this third 
group that needs the guidance the present work seeks to 
provide.

There has been an explosion in the number,  type, 
and variants of software licenses, especially with open 
source software (cf. OSI 2008). Software components 
are now available subject to licenses such as the Gener-
al  Public  License  (GPL),  Mozilla  Public  License 
(MPL),  Apache Public License,  (APL),  Academic li-
censes (e.g., BSD, MIT), Creative Commons, Artistic, 
and others as well as Public Domain (either via explicit 
declaration or by expiration of prior copyright license). 
Furthermore, licenses such as these can evolve, result-
ing in new license versions over time. But no matter 

their diversity, software licenses represent a legally en-
forceable  contract  that  is  recognized  by  government 
agencies,  corporate  enterprises,  individuals,  and judi-
cial courts, and thus they cannot be taken trivially. As a 
consequence, software licenses constrain open architec-
tures, and thus architectural design decisions.

So how might we support the diverse needs of dif-
ferent software developers, with respect to their need to 
design, develop,  and deploy configured software sys-
tems with different, possibly conflicting licenses for the 
software  components  they  employ?  Is  it  possible  to 
provide  automated  means  for  helping  software  de-
velopers  determine  what  constraints  will  result  at 
design-time,  build-time,  or  run-time when their  con-
figured  system architectures  employ diverse  licensed 
components?  These are the kind of questions we ad-
dress in this paper.

4.1. Software licenses: Rights and obligations

Copyright, the common basis for software licenses, 
gives the original  author of  a work certain exclusive 
rights,  which  for  software  include  the  right  to  use, 
copy, modify,  merge, publication, distribution, sub-li-
censing, and sell copies. These rights may be licensed 
to others; the rights may be licensed individually or in 
groups, and either exclusively so that no one else can 
exercise  them  or  (more  commonly)  non-exclusively. 
After a period of years, the rights enter the public do-
main, but until then the only way for anyone other than 
the author to have any of the copyright rights is to li-
cense them.

Licenses may impose obligations that must be met 
in order for the licensee to realize the assigned rights. 
Commonly cited obligations include the obligation to 
buy a legal copy to use and not distribute copies (pro-
prietary licenses); the obligation to preserve copyright 
and license notices (academic licenses); the obligation 
to publish at no cost source code you modify (MPL); or 
the reciprocal obligation to publish all source code in-
cluded at build-time or statically linked (GPL). 

Licenses may provide for the creation of derivative 
works (e.g., a transformation or adaptation of existing 
software) or collective works (e.g., a Linux distribution 
that  combines  software  from  many  independent 
sources)  from  the  original  work,  by  granting  those 
rights possibly with corresponding obligations.

In addition, the author of an original work can make 
it available under more than one license, enabling the 
work’s distribution to different audiences with different 
needs.  For  example,  one  licensee might be  happy to 
pay a license fee in order to be able to distribute the 
work  as  part  of  a  proprietary  product  whose  source 



code is not published, while another might need to li-
cense the work under MPL rather than GPL in order to 
have consistent licensing across a system. Thus we now 
see software distributed under  any one  of  several  li-
censes, with the licensee choosing from two (“dual li-
cense”) or three (Mozilla’s “tri-license”) licenses.

The  basic  relationship  between  software  license 
rights and obligations can be summarized as follows: if 
you  meet  the specified  obligations,  then you get  the 
specified  rights.  So,  informally,  for  the  academic  li-
censes, if you retain the copyright notice, list of license 
conditions, and disclaimer, then you can use, modify, 
merge, sub-license, etc. For MPL, if you publish modi-
fied source code and sub-licensed derived works under 
MPL, then you get all the MPL rights. And so forth for 
other  licenses.  However,  one  thing  we have  learned 
from our efforts to carefully analyze and lay out the ob-
ligations and rights pertaining to each license is that li-
cense details are difficult to comprehend and track—it 
is easy to get confused or make mistakes. Some of the 
OSS  licenses  were  written  by  developers,  and  often 
these turn out to be incomplete and legally ambiguous; 
others,  usually more recent,  were written by lawyers, 
and are more exact and complete but can be difficult 
for non-lawyers to grasp.  The challenge is multiplied 
when dealing with configured system architectures that 
compose multiple components  with heterogeneous li-
censes, so that the need for legal interpretations begins 
to  seem inevitable  [cf.  Fontana  2008,  Rosen  2005]. 
Therefore, one of our goals is to make it possible to ar-
chitect  software  systems  of  heterogeneously-licensed 
components without necessarily consulting legal coun-
sel. Similarly,  such a goal  is best realized with auto-
mated  support  that  can  help  architects  understand 
design  choices  across  components  with  different  li-
censes, and that can provide support for testing build-
time releases and run-time distributions to make sure 
they achieve the specified rights by satisfying the cor-
responding obligations.

4.2. Expressing software licenses

Historically, most software systems, including OSS 
systems, were entirely under a single software license. 
However, we now see more and more software systems 
being proposed, built, or distributed with components 
that are under various licenses. Such systems may no 
longer be covered by a single license, unless such a li-
censing constraint is stipulated at design-time, and en-
forced at build-time and run-time. But when compon-
ents with different licenses are to be included at build-
time, their respective licenses might either be consist-
ent  or  conflict.  Further,  if  designed  systems include 

components with conflicting licenses, then one or more 
of the conflicting components must be excluded in the 
build-time  release  or  must  be  abstracted  behind  an 
open API or middleware, with users required to down-
load and install to enable the intended operation. (This 
is  common  in  Linux  distributions  subject  to  GPL, 
where for example users may choose to acquire and in-
stall proprietary run-time components, like proprietary 
media players). So a component license conflict need 
not  be  a  show-stopper  if  identified  at  design  time. 
However,  developers  have  to  be  able  to  determine 
which components’ licenses conflict and to take appro-
priate steps at design, build, and run times, consistent 
with the different concerns and requirements that apply 
at each phase [cf. Scacchi and Alspaugh 2008].

In order to fulfill our goals, we need a scheme for 
expressing software  licenses  that  is  more formal  and 
less ambiguous than natural language, and that allows 
us to identify conflicts arising from the various rights 
and obligations pertaining to two or more component’s 
licenses. We considered relatively complex structures 
(such  as  Hohfeld’s  eight  fundamental  jural  relations 
[Hohfeld 1913]) but, applying Occam’s razor, selected 
a simpler structure. We start with a tuple <actor, oper-
ation, action, object> for expressing a right or obliga-
tion. The actor is the “licensee” for all the licenses we 
have examined. The operation is one of the following: 
“may”, “must”, or “must not”, with “may” expressing a 
right  and  “must”  and  “must  not”  expressing  obliga-
tions;  following Hohfeld,  the  lack  of  a  right  (which 
would be “may not”) correlates with a duty to not exer-
cise the right (“must not”), and whenever lack of a right 
seemed significant  in  a  license we expressed  it  as  a 
negative obligation with “must not”.  The  action is  a 
verb or verb phrase describing what may, must, or must 
not be done, with the object completing the description. 
We specify an object separately from the action in or-
der to minimize the set of actions. A license then may 
be expressed as a set of rights, with each right associ-
ated (in that license) with zero or more obligations that 
must be fulfilled in order to enjoy that right. Figure 2 
displays  the  tuples  and  associations  for  two  of  the 
rights and their associated obligations for the academic 
BSD software license. Note that the first right is gran-
ted without corresponding obligations.

Figure 2. A portion of the BSD license tuples



We now turn to examine how OA software systems 
that include components with different licenses can be 
designed and analyzed while effectively tracking their 
rights and obligations.

When designing an OA software system, there are 
heuristics that can be employed to enable architectural 
design choices that might otherwise be excluded due to 
license conflicts. First, it  is possible to employ a “li-
cense firewall” which serves to limit the scope of recip-
rocal  obligations.  Rather  than simply interconnecting 
conflicting components through static linking of com-
ponents at build time, such components can be logic-
ally connected via dynamic links, client-server proto-
cols, license shims (e.g., via LGPL connectors), or run-
time  plug-ins.  Second,  the  source  code  of  statically 
linked OSS components must be made public. Third, it 
is necessary to include appropriate notices and publish 
required sources when academic licenses are employed. 
However,  even  using design heuristics  such as  these 
(and there are many),  keeping track of license rights 
and  obligations across  components  that  are  intercon-
nected in complex OAs quickly become too cumber-
some. Thus, automated support needs to be provided to 
help overcome and manage the multi-component, mul-
ti-license complexity.

5. Automating analysis of software license 
rights and obligation 

We find that if we start from a formal specification 
of a software system’s architecture, then we can associ-
ate software license attributes with the system’s com-
ponents, connectors, and sub-system architectures and 
calculate  the copyright  rights  and  obligations for  the 
system. Accordingly,  we employ an architectural  de-
scription  language  specified  in  xADL [2005]  to  de-
scribe OAs that can be designed and analyzed with a 
software architecture design environment [Medvidovic 
1999], such as ArchStudio4 [2006]. We have taken this 
environment and extended it with a Software Architec-
ture License Traceability Analysis module [cf.  Asun-
cion 2008]. This allows for the specification of licenses 
as a list of attributes (license tuples) using a form-based 
user interface, similar to those already used and known 
for  ArchStudio4 and xADL [ArchStudio 2006,  Med-
vidovic 1999]. 

Figure 3 shows a screenshot of an ArchStudio4 ses-
sion in which we have modeled the OA seen in Fig-
ure 1. OA software components, each of which has an 
associated  license,  are  indicated  by  darker  shaded 
boxes. Light shaded boxes indicate connectors. Archi-
tectural connectors may or may not have associated li-
cense information; those with licenses (such as archi-

tectural connectors that represent functional code) are 
treated as components during license traceability ana-
lysis.  A directed  line segment indicates a  link. Links 
connect  interfaces  between the components  and con-
nectors. Furthermore, the Mozilla component as shown 
here contains a hypothetical subarchitecture for model-
ing the role of intra-application scripting, as might be 
useful in specifying license constraints for Rich Inter-
net  Applications.  This  subarchitecture  is  specified  in 
the same manner as the overall system architecture, and 
is visible in Figure 5. The automated environment al-
lows for tracing and analysis of license attributes and 
conflicts.

 Figure 4 shows a view of the internal XML repres-
entation  of  a  software  license.  Analysis  and  calcula-
tions of rights, obligations, and conflicts for the OA are 
done in this form. This schematic representation is sim-
ilar in spirit to that used for specifying and analyzing 
privacy and security regulations associated with certain 
software systems [Breaux and Anton 2008]. 

With this basis to build on, it is now possible to ana-
lyze  the  alignment  of  rights  and  obligations  for  the 
overall system:

1. Propagation of reciprocal obligations

Reciprocal  obligations  are  imposed  by  the  li-
cense of a GPL’d component on any other com-
ponent that is part of the same “work based on the 
Program” (i.e. on the first component), as defined 
in GPL. We follow the widely-accepted interpreta-
tion that build-time static linkage propagate the re-
ciprocal obligations, but the “license firewalls” do 
not.  Analysis  begins,  therefore,  by  propagating 
these obligations along all connectors that are not 
license firewalls. 

2. Obligation conflicts

An obligation can conflict with another obliga-
tion  contrary  to  it,  or  with  the  set  of  available 
rights, by requiring a copyright right that has not 
been granted. For instance, the Corel  proprietary 
license for the WordPerfect component, CTL (Co-
rel Transactional License), may be taken to entail 
that a licensee must not redistribute source code. 
However, an OSS license, GPL, may state that a li-
censee  must  redistribute  source  code.  Thus,  the 
conflict appears in the modality of the two other-
wise identical obligations, “must not” in CTL and 
“must” in GPL. A conflict on the same point could 
occur also between GPL and a component whose 
license  fails  to  grant  the  right  to  distribute  its 
source code.



This  phase  of  the  analysis  is  affected  by  the 
overall set of rights that are required. If conflicts 
arise involving the union of all obligations in all 
components’ licenses, it may be possible to elimin-
ate  some  conflicts  by selecting  a  smaller  set  of 
rights, in which case only the obligations for those 
rights need be considered.

Figure  5  shows a screenshot  in  which the Li-
cense Traceability Analysis module has identified 
obligation  conflicts  between  the  licenses  of  two 
pairs  of  components  (“WordPerfect”  and  “Linux 
OS”,  and  “GUIDisplayManager”  and  “GUIS-
criptInterpreter”).

3. Rights and obligations calculations

The rights available for the entire system (use, 
copy, modify, etc.) then are calculated as the inter-
section of the sets of rights available for each com-
ponent of the system. 

The obligations required for the whole system 
then are the union of the specific obligations for 
each  component  that  are  associated  with  those 
rights.  Examples  of  specific  obligations are  “Li-
censee must retain copyright notices in the binary 
form of  module.c” or  “Licensee must publish 
the  source  code  of  component.java version 
1.2.3.”

Figure 6 shows a report of the calculations for the 
hypothetical subarchitecture of the Mozilla component 
in our archetypal architecture, exhibiting an obligation 
conflict and the single copyright right (to run the sys-
tem) that the prototype tool shows would be available 
for the subarchitecture as a whole if the conflict is re-
solved;  a  production  tool  would  also  list  the  rights 
(none) currently available.

If a conflict is found involving the obligations and 
rights of linked components, it is possible for the sys-
tem architect to consider an alternative linking scheme, 
employing  one  or  more  connectors  along  the  paths 
between the components that act as a license firewall, 
thereby mitigating or neutralizing the component-com-
ponent license conflict. This means that the architecture 
and the environment together can determine what OA 
design best meets the problem at hand with available 
software components. Components with conflicting li-
censes do not need to be arbitrarily excluded, but in-
stead may expand the range of possible architectural al-
ternatives  if  the  architect  seeks  such  flexibility  and 
choice. 

At build-time (and later at  run-time),  many of the 
obligations can be tested and verified, for example that 
the binaries contain the appropriate notices for their li-

censes, and that the source files are present in the cor-
rect version on the Web.  These tests can be generated 
from the internal list of obligations and run automatic-
ally.  If the system’s interface were extended to add a 
control for it, the tests could be run by a deployed sys-
tem.

The prototype License Traceability Analysis module 
provides a proof-of-concept for this approach.  We en-
coded the core provisions of four licenses in XML for 
the tool—GPL, MPL, CTL, and AFL (Academic Free 
License)—to examine the effectiveness of the license 
tuple  encoding  and  the  calculations  based  upon  it. 
While it is clear that we could use a more complex and 
expressive structure for encoding licenses, in encoding 
the license provisions to date we found that the tuple 
representation was more expressive than needed;  for 
example,  the  actor  was always  “licensee”  and  seems 
likely to remain so, and we found use for only three op-
erations  or  modalities.  At  this  writing,  the  module 
shows proof of concept for calculating with reciprocal 
obligations  by  propagating  them  to  adjacent  static-
ally-linked  modules;  the  extension  to  all  paths  not 
blocked by license firewalls is straightforward and is 
independent of the scheme and calculations described 
here.  Reciprocal  obligations are identified in the tool 
by lookup in a table, and the meaning and scope of re-
ciprocality is hard-coded; this is not ideal, but we con-
sidered it acceptable since the legal definition in terms 
of the reciprocal  licenses  will not  change frequently. 
We also focused on the design-time analysis and calcu-
lation rather than build- or run-time as it involves the 
widest range of issues, including representations, rights 
and obligations calculations, and design guidance de-
rived from them. 

Based on our analysis approach, it appears that the 
questions of what license (if any) covers a specific con-
figured  system, and what rights  are  available  for  the 
overall  system (and  what  obligations  are  needed  for 
them)  are  difficult  to  answer  without  automated  li-
cense-architecture analysis. This is especially true if the 
system or sub-system is already in operational run-time 
form [cf.  Kazman and Carrière 1999].  It  might make 
distribution of a composite OA system somewhat prob-
lematic if people cannot understand what rights or ob-
ligations are associated with it. We offer the following 
considerations to help make this clear. For example, a 
Mozilla/Firefox Web browser covered by the MPL (or 
GPL or LGPL, in accordance with the Mozilla Tri-Li-
cense)  may download and run intra-application script 
code that is covered by a different license. If this script 
code is only invoked via dynamic run-time linkage, or 
via a client-server transaction protocol, then there is no 
propagation of license rights or obligations. However, 



if the script code is integrated into the source code of 
the Web browser as  persistent  part  of  an application 
(e.g., as a plug-in), then it could be viewed as a con-
figured sub-system that may need to be accessed for li-
cense transfer or conflict implications. Another differ-
ent kind of example can be anticipated with application 
programs (like Web browsers, email clients, and word 
processors) that employ Rich Internet Applications or 
mashups entailing the use of content (e.g., textual char-
acter fonts or geographic maps) that is subject to copy-
right  protection,  if  the  content  is  embedded  in  and 
bundled  with  the  scripted  application  sub-system.  In 
such a case, the licenses involved may not be limited to 
OSS or proprietary software licenses.

In  the end,  it  becomes clear  that  it  is  possible to 
automatically determine what rights or obligations are 
associated with a given system architecture at design-
time, and whether it contains any license conflicts that 
might prevent proper access or use at build-time or run-
time, given an approach such as ours.

6. Discussion

Software system configurations in OAs are intended 
to be adapted to incorporate new innovative software 
technologies that  are not yet  available.  These system 
configurations will evolve and be refactored over time 
at  ever  increasing  rates  [Scacchi  2007],  components 
will  be  patched  and  upgraded  (perhaps  with new li-
cense  constraints),  and  inter-component  connections 
will  be  rewired  or  remediated  with  new  connector 
types. As such, sustaining the openness of a configured 
software system will become part  of  ongoing system 
support, analysis, and validation. This in turn may re-
quire  ADLs  to  include  OSS  licensing  properties  on 
components, connectors, and overall system configura-
tion, as well as in appropriate analysis tools [cf. Bass, 
Clements, and Kazman 2003, Medvidovic 1999]. 

Constructing  these  descriptions  is  an  incremental 
addition to the development of the architectural design, 
or alternative architectural designs. But it is still time-
consuming, and may present a somewhat daunting chal-
lenge for large pre-existing systems that were not ori-
ginally modeled in our environment.

Advances in the identification and extraction of con-
figured software elements at build time, and their re-
structuring into architectural descriptions is becoming 
an  ever  more  automatable  endeavor  [cf.  Choi  1990, 
Kazman 1999, Jansen 2008]. Further advances in such 
efforts have the potential to automatically produce ar-
chitectural descriptions that can either be manually or 
semi-automatically  annotated  with  their  license  con-

straints, and thus enable automated construction and as-
sessment of build-time software system architectures.

The  list  of  recognized  OSS  licenses  is  long  and 
ever-growing, and as existing licenses are tested in the 
courts we can expect their interpretations to be clarified 
and perhaps altered; the GPL definition of “work based 
on the Program”, for example, may eventually be clari-
fied in this way, possibly refining the scope of recip-
rocal obligations. Our expressions of license rights and 
obligations are for the most part compared for identical 
actors, actions, and objects, then by looking for “must 
not” in one and either “must” or “may” in the other, so 
that new licenses may be added by keeping equivalent 
rights or obligations expressed equivalently. Reciprocal 
obligations,  however,  are  handled  specially  by hard-
coded algorithms to traverse the scope of that obliga-
tion,  so  that  addition  of  obligations  with  different 
scope, or the revision of the understanding of the scope 
of an existing obligation, requires development work. 
Possibly these issues will be clarified as we add more 
licenses to the tool and experiment with their applica-
tion in OA contexts.

Lastly, our scheme for specifying software licenses 
offers the potential for the creation of shared repositor-
ies where these licenses can be accessed, studied, com-
pared, modified, and redistributed.

7. Conclusion

The  relationship  between  open  architecture,  open 
source  software,  and  multiple  software  licenses  is 
poorly understood. OSS is often viewed as primarily a 
source for low-cost/free software systems or software 
components. Thus, given the goal of realizing an OA 
strategy together with the use of OSS components and 
open APIs, it has been unclear how to best align soft-
ware architecture, OSS, and software license regimes to 
achieve this goal. Subsequently, the central problem we 
examined in this  paper  was to  identify principles  of 
software  architecture  and  software  copyright  licenses 
that facilitate or inhibit how best to insure the success 
of an OA strategy when OSS and open APIs  are re-
quired or otherwise employed. In turn, we presented an 
analysis  scheme  and  operational  environment  that 
demonstrates that an automated solution to this prob-
lem exists. 

We have developed and demonstrated an operation-
al  environment  that  can  automatically  determine  the 
overall license rights, obligations, and constraints asso-
ciated  with  a  configured  system  architecture  whose 
components may have different software licenses. Such 
an environment requires the annotation of the particip-
ating  software  elements  with  their  corresponding  li-



censes. These annotated software architectural descrip-
tions can be prescriptively analyzed at design-time as 
we have shown, or descriptively analyzed at build-time 
or  run-time.  Such  a  solution  offers  the  potential  for 
practical  support  in  design-,  build-,  and  run-time  li-
cense conformance checking and the ever-more com-
plex  problem  of  developing  large  software  systems 
from  configurations  of  software  elements  that  can 
evolve over time.
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Figure 4. A view of the internal schematic representation of the Mozila Public License

Figure 5. License conflicts have been identified between two pairs of components



Figure 6. A report identifying the obligations, conflicts, and rights for the architectural model
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source software, software evolution, case study.

1. Introduction

A substantial number of development organizations are adopting a strategy

in which a software-intensive system (one in which software plays a crucial role)

is developed with an open architecture (OA) [29], whose components may be

open source software (OSS) or proprietary with open application programming

interfaces (APIs). Such systems evolve not only through the evolution of their

individual components, but also through replacement of one component by an-

other, possibly from a different producer or under a different license. With

this approach, another organization often comes between software component

producers and system consumers. These organizations take on the role of sys-

tem architect or integrator, either as independent software vendors, government

contractors, system integration consultants, or in-house system integrators. In

turn, such an integrator designs a system architecture that can be composed

of components largely produced elsewhere, interconnected through interfaces

accommodating use of dynamic links, intra- or inter-application scripts, com-

munication protocols, software buses, databases/repositories, plug-ins, libraries

or software shims as necessary to achieve the desired result. An OA devel-

opment process results in an ecosystem in which the integrator is influenced

from one direction by the goals, interfaces, license choices, and release cycles of

the software component producers, and from another direction by the needs of

the system’s consumers. As a result the software components are reused more

widely, and the resulting OA systems can achieve reuse benefits such as reduced

costs, increased reliability, and potentially increased agility in evolving to meet

changing needs. An emerging challenge is to realize the benefits of this ap-

proach when the individual components are heterogeneously licensed [2, 17, 33],

each potentially with a different license, rather than a single OSS license as in

uniformly-licensed OSS projects or a single proprietary license as in proprietary

development.

2
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Figure 1: Schema for software supply networks

This challenge is inevitably entwined with the software ecosystems that arise

for OA systems (Figure 1). We find that an OA software ecosystem involves or-

ganizations and individuals producing, composing, and consuming components

that articulate software supply networks from producers to consumers, but also

• the OA of the system(s) in question,

• the open interfaces met by the components,

• the degree of coupling in the evolution of related components, and

• the rights and obligations resulting from the software licenses under which

various components are released, that propagate from producers to con-

sumers.

A motivating example of this approach is the Unity game development tool,

produced by Unity Technologies [35]. Its license agreement, from which we quote

below, lists eleven distinct licenses and indicates the tool is produced, apparently

3



using an OA approach, using at least 18 externally produced components or

groups of components:

1. The Mono Class Library, Copyright 2005-2008 Novell, Inc.
2. The Mono Runtime Libraries, Copyright 2005-2008 Novell, Inc.
3. Boo, Copyright 2003-2008 Rodrigo B. Oliveira
4. UnityScript, Copyright 2005-2008 Rodrigo B. Oliveira
5. OpenAL cross platform audio library, Copyright 1999-2006 by authors.
6. PhysX physics library. Copyright 2003-2008 by Ageia Technologies, Inc.
7. libvorbis. Copyright (c) 2002-2007 Xiph.org Foundation
8. libtheora. Copyright (c) 2002-2007 Xiph.org Foundation
9. zlib general purpose compression library. Copyright (c) 1995-2005 Jean-loup

Gailly and Mark Adler
10. libpng PNG reference library
11. jpeglib JPEG library. Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.
12. Twilight Prophecy SDK, a multi-platform development system for virtual re-

ality and multimedia. Copyright 1997-2003 Twilight 3D Finland Oy Ltd
13. dynamic bitset, Copyright Chuck Allison and Jeremy Siek 2001-2002.
14. The Mono C# Compiler and Tools, Copyright 2005-2008 Novell, Inc.
15. libcurl. Copyright (c) 1996-2008, Daniel Stenberg <daniel@haxx.se>.
16. PostgreSQL Database Management System
17. FreeType. Copyright (c) 2007 The FreeType Project (www.freetype.org).
18. NVIDIA Cg. Copyright (c) 2002-2008 NVIDIA Corp.

The software ecosystem for Unity3D as a standalone software package is de-

limited by the diverse set of software components listed above. However the

architecture that integrates or composes these components is closed and thus

unknown to a system consumer, as is the manner in which the different li-

censes associated with these components impose obligations or provide rights

to consumers, or on the other components to which they are interconnected.

Subsequently, we see that software ecosystems can be understood in part by

examining relationships between architectural composition of software compo-

nents that are subject to different licenses, and this necessitates access to the

system’s architecture composition. By examining the open architecture of a

specific composed software system, it becomes possible to explicitly identify the

software ecosystem niche in which the system is embedded.

A software ecosystem constitutes a software supply network that connects

software producers to integrators to consumers through licensed components

4
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Figure 2: Ecosystem for three possible instantiations of a single design architecture

and composed systems. Figure 2 outlines the software ecosystem elements and

relationships for an OA case study that we examine in this paper.

A software ecosystem niche articulates a specific software supply network

that interconnects particular software producers, integrators, and consumers.

A software system defined niche may lie within an existing single ecosystem,

or one that may span a network of software producer ecosystems. A composed

software system architecture helps determine the software ecosystem niche, since

the architecture identifies the components, their licenses and producers, and

thus the network of software ecosystems in which it participates. Such a niche

also transmits license-borne obligations and access/usage rights passed from the

participating software component producers through integrators and to system

consumers. Thus, system architects or component integrators help determine

in which software ecosystem niche a given instance architecture for the system

participates.

As a software system evolves over time, as its components are updated or

5



changed, or their architectural interconnections are refactored, it is desirable to

determine whether and how the system’s ecosystem niche may have changed.

A system may evolve because its consumers want to migrate to alternatives

from different component producers, or choose components whose licenses are

more/less desirable. Software system consumers may want to direct their sys-

tem integrators to compose the system’s architecture so as to move into or away

from certain niches. Consequently, system integrators can update or modify

system architectural choices at design-time, build-time (when components are

compiled together into an executable), or run-time (when bindings to remote

executable services are instantiated) to move a software system from one niche

to another. Thus, understanding how software ecosystem niches emerge is a

useful concept that links software engineering concerns for software architec-

ture, system integration/composition, and software evolution to organizational

and supply network relationships between software component producers, inte-

grators and system consumers.

To help explain how OA systems articulate software ecosystem niches, we

provide a software architecture case study for use in this paper. This system

is intentionally simple for expository purposes. Its architectural design com-

poses a web browser, word processor, calendaring and email applications, host

platform operating system, and remote services as its components. Equivalent

components from different OSS or proprietary software producers can be identi-

fied, where each alternative is subject to a different type of software license. For

example, for Web browsers, we consider the Firefox browser from the Mozilla

Foundation, which comes with a choice of OSS license (MPL, GPL, or LGPL),

and the Opera browser from Opera Software, which comes with a proprietary

software end-user license agreement (EULA). Similarly, for word processor, we

consider the OSS AbiWord application (GPL) and Web-based Google Docs ser-

vice (proprietary Terms of Service). The OA we describe covers a number of

systems we have identified, built, and deployed in a university research labora-

tory. Example niches involving these components appear in Figures 3 and 4.

We have also developed OA systems with more complex architectures that in-
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Figure 3: The ecosystem niche for one instance architecture

corporate components for content management systems (Drupal), wikis (Medi-

aWiki), blogs (B2evolution), teleconferencing and media servers (Flash media

server, Red5 media server), chat (BlaB! Lite), Web spiders and search engines

(Nutch, Lucene, Sphider), relational database management systems (MySQL),

and others. Furthermore, the OSS application stacks and infrastructure (plat-

form) stacks found at BitNami.org/stacks (accessed 29 April 2010) could also

be incorporated in OA systems, as could their proprietary counterparts. How-

ever, these more complex OAs still reflect the core architectural concepts and

constructs, as well as software ecosystem relationships, that we present in our

example case study in a simpler manner.

The software ecosystem niches for the case study system, or indeed any sys-

tem, depend on which component implementations are used and the architecture

in which they are combined and instantiated, as does the overall rights and obli-

gations for the instantiated system. In addition, we build on previous work on

heterogeneously-licensed systems [2, 17, 33] by examining how OA development
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Figure 4: The ecosystem niche for a second instance architecture

affects and is affected by software ecosystems, and the role of component licenses

in shaping OA software ecosystem niches.

Consequently, we focus our attention to understand the ecosystem of an

open architecture software system such that:

• It must rest on a license structure of rights and obligations (Section 4),

focusing on obligations that are enactable and testable1.

• It must take account of the distinctions between the design-time, build-

time, and distribution-time architectures (Section 3) and the rights and

obligations that come into play for each of them.

1For example, many OSS licenses include an obligation to make a component’s modified
code public, and whether a specific version of the code is public at a specified Web address
is both enactable (it can be put into practice) and testable. In contrast, the General Public
License (GPL) v.3 provision “No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective techno-
logical measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO
copyright treaty” is not enactable in any obvious way, nor is it testable — how can one verify
what others deem?
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• It must distinguish the architectural constructs significant for software

licenses, and embody their effects on rights and obligations (Section 3).

• It must define license architectures.

• It must account for alternative ways in which software systems, compo-

nents, and licenses can evolve (Section 5), and

• It must provide an automated environment for creating and managing li-

cense architectures. We are developing a prototype that manages a license

architecture as a view of the system architecture [3].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 places this

work in the context of related research. Section 3 discusses open architecture,

and the influence of software licenses is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 ad-

dresses evolution of software ecosystems. Section 6 discusses some implications

that follow from this study, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Research

The study of software ecosystems is emerging as an exciting new area of

systematic investigation and conceptual development within software engineer-

ing. Understanding the many possible roles that software ecosystems can play

in shaping software engineering practice is gaining more attention since the

concept first appeared [23]. Bosch [7] builds a conceptual lineage from soft-

ware product line (SPL) concepts and practices [6, 13] to software ecosystems.

SPLs focus on the centralized development of families of related systems from

reusable components hosted on a common platform with an intra-organizational

base, with the resulting systems either intended for in-house use or commercial

deployments. Software ecosystems then are seen to extend this practice to sys-

tems hosted on an inter-organizational base, which may resemble development

approaches conceived for virtual enterprises for software development [26]. Pro-

ducers of commercial software applications or packages thus need to adapt their

development strategy and business model to one focused on coordinating and
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guiding decentralized software development of its products and enhancements

(e.g., plug-in components).

Along with other colleagues [8, 12, 36], Bosch identifies alternative ways to

connect reusable software components through integration and tight coupling

found in SPLs, or via loose coupling using glue code, scripting or other late

binding composition schemes in ecosystems or other decentralized enterprises

[26, 27], as a key facet that can enable software producers to build systems from

diverse sources.

Jansen and colleagues [18, 19] draw attention to their observation that soft-

ware ecosystems (a) embed software supply networks that span multiple orga-

nizations, and (b) are embedded within a network of intersecting or overlapping

software ecosystems that span the world of software engineering practice. Scac-

chi [32] for example, identifies that the world of open source software (OSS)

development is a software ecosystem different from those of commercial soft-

ware producers, and its supply networks are articulated within a network of

FOSS development projects. Networks of OSS ecosystems have also begun to

appear around very large OSS projects for Web browsers, Web servers, word

processors, and others, as well as related application development environments

like NetBeans and Eclipse, and these networks have become part of global in-

formation infrastructures [20].

OSS ecosystems also exhibit strong relationships between the ongoing evo-

lution of OSS systems and their developer/user communities, such that the

success of one co-depends on the success of the other [32]. Ven and Mannaert

discuss the challenges independent software vendors face in combining OSS and

proprietary components, with emphasis on how OSS components evolve and are

maintained in this context [37].

Boucharas and colleagues [9] then draw attention to the need to more system-

atically and formally model the contours of software supply networks, ecosys-

tems, and networks of ecosystems. Such a formal modeling base may then

help in systematically reasoning about what kinds of relationships or strate-

gies may arise within a software ecosystem. For example, Kuehnel [21] exam-
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ines how Microsoft’s software ecosystem developed around in operating systems

(MS Windows) and key applications (e.g., MS Office) may be transforming from

“predator” to “prey” in its effort to control the expansion of its markets to ac-

commodate OSS (as the extant prey) that eschew closed source software with

proprietary software licenses.

Our work in this area builds on these efforts in the following ways. First,

we share the view of a need for examining software ecosystems, but we start

from software system architectures that can be formally modeled and analyzed

with automated tool support [6, 34]. Explicit modeling of software architec-

tures enables the ability to view and analyze them at design-time, build-time,

or deployment/run-time. Software architectures also serve as a mechanism for

coordinating decentralized software development across multi-site projects [30].

Similarly, explicit models allow for the specification of system architectures us-

ing either proprietary software components with open APIs, OSS components,

or combinations thereof, thereby realizing open architecture (OA) systems [33].

We then find value in attributing open architecture components with their (in-

tellectual property) licenses [3], since software licenses are an expression of con-

tractual/social obligations that software consumers must fulfill in order to realize

the rights to use the software in specified allowable manners, as determined by

the software’s producers.

3. Open Architectures

Open architecture (OA) software is a customization technique introduced by

Oreizy [29] that enables third parties to modify a software system through its

exposed architecture, evolving the system by replacing its components. Increas-

ingly more software-intensive systems are developed using an OA strategy, not

only with OSS components but also proprietary components with open APIs

(e.g. [35]). Using this approach can lower development costs and increase re-

liability and function [33]. Composing a system with heterogeneously-licensed

components, however, increases the likelihood of conflicts, liabilities, and no-

rights stemming from incompatible licenses. Thus, in our work we define an
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OA system as a software system consisting of components that are either open

source or proprietary with open API, whose overall system rights at a minimum

allow its use and redistribution, in full or in part.

It may appear that using a system architecture that incorporate OSS com-

ponents and uses open APIs will result in an OA system. But not all such

architectures will produce an OA, since the (possibly empty) set of available

license rights for an OA system depends on: (a) how and why OSS and open

APIs are located within the system architecture, (b) how OSS and open APIs

are implemented, embedded, or interconnected, and (c) the degree to which the

licenses of different OSS components encumber all or part of a software system’s

architecture into which they are integrated [1, 33].

The following kinds of software elements appearing in common software ar-

chitectures can affect whether the resulting systems are open or closed [5].

Software source code components—These can be either (a) standalone

programs, (b) libraries, frameworks, or middleware, (c) inter-application script

code such as C shell scripts, or (d) intra-application script code, as for creating

Rich Internet Applications using domain-specific languages such as XUL for the

Firefox Web browser [15] or “mashups” [25]. Their source code is available and

they can be rebuilt. Each may have its own distinct license, though often script

code that merely connects programs and data flows does not, unless the code is

substantial, reusable, or proprietary.

Executable components—These components are in binary form, and the

source code may not be open for access, review, modification, or possible redis-

tribution [31]. If proprietary, they often cannot be redistributed, and so such

components will be present in the design- and run-time architectures but not in

the distribution-time architecture.

Software services—An appropriate software service can replace a source

code or executable component.

Application programming interfaces/APIs—Availability of externally

visible and accessible APIs is the minimum requirement for an “open system”

[24]. Open APIs are not and cannot be licensed, but they can limit the propa-
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Figure 5: A design-time architecture

gation of license obligations.

Software connectors—Software whose intended purpose is to provide a

standard or reusable way of communication through common interfaces, e.g.

High Level Architecture [22], CORBA, MS .NET, Enterprise Java Beans, and

GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) libraries. Connectors can also limit

the propagation of license obligations.

Methods of composition—These include linking as part of a configured

subsystem, dynamic linking, and client-server connections. Methods of com-

position affect license obligation propagation, with different methods affecting

different licenses.

Configured system or subsystem architectures—These are software

systems that are used as atomic components of a larger system, and whose in-

ternal architecture may comprise components with different licenses, affecting

the overall system license. To minimize license interaction, a configured sys-

tem or sub-architecture may be surrounded by what we term a license firewall,

namely a layer of dynamic links, client-server connections, license shims, or

other connectors that block the propagation of reciprocal obligations.

With these architectural elements, we can create an design-time or reference

architecture for a system that conforms to the software supply network shown

in Figure 2. This design-time architecture appears in Figure 5; note that it only

specifies components by type rather than by producer, meaning the choice of

producer component remains unbound at this point.
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Then in Figure 6, we create a build-time rendering of this architectural design

by selecting specific components from designated software producers. The gray

boxes correspond to components and connectors not visible in the run-time

instantiation of the system in Figure 7.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 display alternative run-time instantiations of the design-

time architecture of Figure 5. The architectural run-time instance in Figure 7

corresponds to the software ecosystem niche shown in Figure 3; Figure 8 cor-

responds to the niche in Figure 4; and Figure 9 designates yet another niche

different from the previous two.

Each component selection implies acceptance of the license obligations and

rights that the producer seeks to transmits to the components consumers. How-

ever in an OA design development, component interconnections may be used to

intentionally or unintentionally propagate these obligations onto other compo-

nents whose licenses may conflict with them or fail to match [3, 17]; the system

integrator can decide to insert software shims using scripts, dynamic links to

remote services, data communication protocols, or libraries to mitigate or fire-

wall the extent to which a component’s license obligations propagate. This style

of build-time composition can be used to accommodate a system’s consumers’

policy for choosing systems that avoid certain licenses, or that isolate the license

obligations of certain desirable components. It also allows system integrators

and consumers to follow a “best of breed” policy in the selection of system

components. Finally, if no license conflicts exist in the system, or if the integra-
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Figure 7: An instantiation at run-time (Firefox, AbiWord, Gnome Evolution, Fedora) of the
build-time architecture of Figure 6 that determines the ecosystem niche of Figure 3

Figure 8: A second instantiation at run-time (Firefox, Google Docs and Calendar, Fedora)
determining the ecosystem niche of Figure 4
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Figure 9: A third instantiation at run-time (Opera, Google Docs, Gnome Evolution, Fedora)
determining yet another niche conforming to the software supply network of Figure 2

tor and system consumer are satisfied with the component and license choices

made, then the compositional bindings may simply be set in the most efficient

way available. This realizes a policy for accepting only components and licenses

whose obligations and rights are acceptable to the system consumers.

4. Software Licenses

Traditional proprietary licenses allow a company to retain control of software

it produces, and restrict the access and rights that outsiders can have. OSS

licenses, on the other hand, are designed to encourage sharing and reuse of

software, and grant access and as many rights as possible. OSS licenses are

classified as academic or reciprocal. Academic OSS licenses such as the Berkeley

Software Distribution (BSD) license, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

license, the Apache Software License, and the Artistic License, grant nearly all

rights to components and their source code, and impose few obligations. Anyone

can use the software, create derivative works from it, or include it in proprietary

projects. Typical academic obligations are simply to not remove the copyright
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and license notices.

Reciprocal OSS licenses take a more active stance towards sharing and

reusing software by imposing the obligation that reciprocally-licensed software

not be combined (for various definitions of “combined”) with any software that

is not in turn also released under the reciprocal license. Those for which most

or all ways of combining software propagate reciprocal obligations are termed

strongly reciprocal. Examples are the GPL and the Affero GPL (AGPL). The

purpose of the AGPL is to prevent a GPL software component from being inte-

grated into an OA system as a remote server, or from being wrapped with shims

to inhibit its ability to propagate the GPL obligations and rights. The purpose

of these licenses is to ensure that software so licensed will maintain (and can

propagate) the freedom to access, study, modify, and redistribute the software

source code, which academic licenses do not. This in turn assures the access,

use, and reusability of the source code for other software producers and system

integrators. Those licenses for which only certain ways of combining software

propagate reciprocal obligations are termed weakly reciprocal. Examples are

the Lesser GPL (LGPL), Mozilla Public License (MPL), and Common Public

License. The goals of reciprocal licensing are to increase the domain of OSS

by encouraging developers to bring more components under its aegis, and to

prevent improvements to OSS components from vanishing behind proprietary

licenses.

Both proprietary and OSS licenses typically disclaim liability, assert no war-

ranty is implied, and obligate licensees to not use the licensor’s name or trade-

marks. Newer licenses often cover patent issues as well, either giving a restricted

patent license or explicitly excluding patent rights. The Mozilla Disjunctive

Tri-License licenses the core Mozilla components under any one of three licenses

(MPL, GPL, or the GNU Lesser General Public License LGPL); OSS developers

or OA system integrators can choose the one that best suits their needs for a

particular project and component.

The Open Source Initiative (OSI) maintains a widely-respected definition of

“open source” and gives its approval to licenses that meet it [28]. OSI maintains
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and publishes a repository of approximately 70 approved OSS licenses which

tend to vary in the terms and conditions of their declared obligations and rights.

However, all these licenses tend to cluster into either a strongly reciprocal,

weakly reciprocal, or minimally restrictive/academic license type.

Common practice has been for an OSS project to choose a single license

under which all its products are released, and to require developers to contribute

their work only under conditions compatible with that license. For example, the

Apache Contributor License Agreement grants enough of each author’s rights

to the Apache Software Foundation for the foundation to license the resulting

systems under the Apache Software License. This sort of rights regime, in which

the rights to a system’s components are homogeneously granted and the system

has a single well-defined OSS license, was the norm in the early days of OSS

and continues to be practiced.

We have developed an approach for expressing software licenses that is more

formal and less ambiguous than natural language, and that allows us to calculate

and identify conflicts arising from the rights and obligations of two or more

component’s licenses. Our approach is based on Hohfeld’s classic group of eight

fundamental jural relations [Hohfeld 1913], of which we use right, duty, no-

right, and privilege (Figure 10). We start with a tuple <actor, operation, action,

object> for expressing a right or obligation. The actor is the “licensee” for all

the licenses we have examined. The operation is one of the following: “may”,

“must”, “must not”, or “need not”, with “may” and “need not” expressing rights

and “must” and “must not” expressing obligations. Because copyright rights

are only available to entities who have been granted a sublicense, only the listed

rights are available, and the absence of a right means that it is not available. The

action is a verb or verb phrase describing what may, must, must not, or need not

be done, with the object completing the description. A license may be expressed

as a set of rights, with each right associated with zero or more obligations that

must be fulfilled in order to enjoy that right. Figure 11 sketches two rights

from GPL 2.0, the first one with no obligations and the second with three

corresponding obligations. Elsewhere, the details of this license specification
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Figure 10: Hohfeld’s four basic relations

Licensee : may : distribute unmodified source for PROGRAM

Licensee : must : retain the GPL 2.0 copyright notice in the source

Licensee : must : retain the GPL 2.0 list of conditions in the source

Licensee : must : accompany the source with a copy of the GPL 2.0 license

Licensee : may : run PROGRAM

Figure 11: Tuples for some rights and obligations of the GPL 2.0 license

scheme, how it can be used to attribute software architectures to produce a

system license architecture, and how it can be formalized into a semantic meta-

model [3].

HLS designers have developed a number heuristics to guide architectural

design while avoiding some license conflicts. First, it is possible to use a

reciprocally-licensed component through a license firewall that limits the scope

of reciprocal obligations. Rather than connecting conflicting components di-

rectly through static or other build-time links, the connection is made through a

dynamic link, client-server protocol, license shim (such as an LGPL connector),

or run-time plug-ins. A second approach used by a number of large organiza-

tions is simply to avoid using any components with reciprocal licenses. A third

approach is to meet the license obligations (if that is possible) by for example

retaining copyright and license notices in the source and publishing the source

code. However, even using design heuristics such as these (and there are many),

keeping track of license rights and obligations across components that are in-

terconnected in complex OAs quickly becomes too cumbersome. Automated

support is needed to manage the multi-component, multi-license complexity.

Accordingly, we are developing an automated support capability as part of the
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ArchStudio architecture design environment [14] that can analyze the addition

of software license properties such as those shown in Figure 11 to the interfaces

of software components in an OA system. For example, in Figure 12 we see a

rendering of the OA system from our case study with the AbiWord word pro-

cessing component highlighted. This component’s APIs would be attributed

with the GPL license obligations and rights in Figure 11, since AbiWord is

licensed under GPL, as are other components like the Gnome Evolution cal-

endaring and email application and also the Red Hat/Fedora Linux operating

system platform. As the architectural interconnections shown in the model of

Figure 12 indicate that none of these components covered by GPL are directly

interconnected to another licensed component, their license obligations do not

propagate or become “viral” in this architectural composition. Replacing any

of these GPL components with non-GPL but still OSS components would not

change the total set of obligations and rights on the system with this architec-

ture; the system would remain OSS, but the software ecosystem niche in which

it resides would shift to another niche. Once again, software licenses interact

with software architectures and together they help determine which software

ecosystem niche will embed an instantiated run-time version of the system.

5. Architecture, License, and Ecosystem Evolution

An OA system can evolve by a number of distinct mechanisms, some of which

are common to all systems but others of which are a result of heterogeneous

component licenses in a single system.

By component evolution— One or more components can evolve, altering

the overall system’s characteristics (for example, upgrading and replacing the

Firefox Web browser from version 3.5 to 3.6). Such minor versions changes

generally have no effect on system architecture.

By component replacement— One or more components may be replaced

by others with modestly different functionality but similar interface, or with a

different interface and the addition of shim code to make it match (for example,

replacing the AbiWord word processor with either Open Office Writer or MS
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Figure 12: The model of the system architecture used in our case study as rendered in our
automated tool, described elsewhere [2, 3]

Word). However, changes in the format or structure of component APIs may ne-

cessitate build-time and run-time updates to component connectors. Figure 13

shows some possible alternative system compositions that result from replacing

components by others of the same type but with a different license.

By architecture evolution— The OA can evolve, using the same compo-

nents but in a different configuration, altering the system characteristics. For

example, as discussed in Section 4, revising or refactoring the configuration in

which a component is connected can change how its license affects the rights

and obligations for the overall system. This could arise when replacing word

processing, calendaring, and email components and their connectors with Web-

browser-based services such as Google Docs, Google Calendar, and Google Mail.

The replacement would eliminate the legacy components and relocate the de-

sired application functionality to operate within the Web browser component,

resulting in what might be considered a simpler and easier-to-maintain system

architecture, but one that is less open and now subject to a proprietary Terms

of Service license. System consumer policy preferences for licenses, and subse-

quent participation in a different ecosystem niche, may thus mediate whether
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such an alternative system architecture is desirable or not.

By component license evolution— The license under which a component

is available may change, as for example when the license for the Mozilla core

components was changed from the Mozilla Public License (MPL) to the current

Mozilla Disjunctive Tri-License; or the component may be made available under

a new version of the same license, as for example when the GNU General Public

License (GPL) version 3 was released. The three architectures in Figure 13 that

incorporate the Firefox Web browser show how its tri-license creates new evo-

lutionary paths by offering different licensing options. These options and paths

were not available previously with earlier versions of this component offered

under only one or two license alternatives.

By a change to the desired rights or acceptable obligations— The OA

system’s integrator or consumers may desire additional license rights (for exam-

ple the right to sublicense in addition to the right to distribute), or no longer

desire specific rights; or the set of license obligations they find acceptable may

change. In either case the OA system evolves, whether by changing components,

evolving the architecture, or other means, to provide the desired rights within

the scope of the acceptable obligations. For example, they may no longer be

willing or able to provide the source code for components within the reciprocal-

ity scope of a GPL-licensed module. Figure 14 shows an array of choices among

types of licenses for different types of components that appear in the OA case

study example. Each choice determines the obligations that component produc-

ers can demand of their consumers in exchange for the access/usage rights they

offer

The interdependence of producers, integrators, and consumers results in a co-

evolution of software systems and social networks within an OA ecosystem [32].

Closely-coupled components from different producers must evolve in parallel in

order for each to provide its services, as evolution in one will typically require

a matching evolution in the other. Producers may manage their evolution with

a loose coordination among releases, for example as between the Gnome and

Mozilla organizations. Each release of a producer component create a tension
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through the ecosystem relationships with consumers and their releases of OA

systems using those components, as integrators accommodate the choices of

available, supported components with their own goals and needs. As discussed

in our previous work [3], license rights and obligations are manifested at each

component interface then mediated through the OA of the system to entail the

rights and corresponding obligations for the system as a whole. As a result,

integrators must frequently re-evaluate the OA system rights and obligations.

In contrast to homogeneously-licensed systems, license change across versions

is a characteristic of OA ecosystems, and architects of OA systems require tool

support for managing the ongoing licensing changes.

6. Discussion

At least two topics merit discussion following from our approach to under-

standing of software ecosystems and ecosystem niches for OA systems: first,

how might our results shed light on software systems whose architectures artic-

ulate a software product line; and second, what insights might we gain based on

the results presented here on possible software license architectures for mobile

computing ecosystems. Each is addressed in turn.

Software product lines (SPLs) rely on the development and use of explicit

software architectures [6, 13]. However, the architecture of an SPL or software

ecosystem does not necessarily require an OA—there is no need for it to be open.

Thus, we are interested in discussing what happens when SPLs may conform

to an OA, and to an OA that may be subject to heterogeneously licensed SPL

components. Three considerations come to mind:

1. If the SPL is subject to a single homogeneous software license, which

may often be the case when a single vendor or government contractor has

developed the SPL, then the license may act to reinforce a vendor lock-in

situation with its customers. One of the motivating factors for OA is the

desire to avoid such lock-in, whether or not the SPL components have

open or standards-compliant APIs. However, a single license simplifies

determination of the software ecosystem in which these system is located.
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2. If an OA system employs a reference architecture, then such a reference

or design-time architecture effectively defines an SPL consisting of pos-

sible different system instantiations composed from similar components

from different producers (e.g., different but equivalent Web browsers, word

processors, calendaring and email applications). This can be seen in the

design- time architecture depicted in Figure 5, the build-time architecture

in Figure 6, and the instantiated run-time architectures in Figures 7, 8,

and 9.

3. If the SPL is based on an OA that integrates software components from

multiple producers or OSS components that are subject to different het-

erogeneous licenses, then we have the situation analogous to what we have

presented in this paper, but now in the form of virtual SPLs from a vir-

tual software production enterprise [26]. that spans multiple independent

OSS projects and software production enterprises. As such, SPL concepts

are compatible with OA systems that are composed from heterogeneously

licensed components, but do not impact the formation or evolution of the

software ecosystem niches where such systems may reside.

Our approach for using open software system architectures and component

licenses as a lens that focuses attention to certain kinds of relationships within

and across software supply networks, software ecosystems, and networks of soft-

ware ecosystems has yet to be applied to systems on mobile computing plat-

forms. Bosch [7] notes this is a neglected area of study, but one that may offer

interesting opportunities for research and software product development. Thus,

what happens when we consider Apple iPhone/iPad OS, Google Android OS

phones, Nokia Symbian OS phones, Nokia Maemo OS hand-held computers,

Microsoft Windows 7 OS phones, Intel Moblin OS netbooks, or Nintendo DS

portable game consoles as possible platforms for OA system design and de-

ployment? First, all of these devices are just personal computers with operating

systems, albeit in small, easy to carry, and wireless form factors. They represent

a mix of mostly proprietary operating system platforms, though some employ
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Linux-based or other OSS alternative operating systems. Second, Mobile OS

platforms owners (Apple, Nokia, Google, Microsoft) are all acting to control the

software ecosystems for consumers of their devices through establishment of log-

ically centralized (but possibly physically decentralized) application distribution

repositories or online stores, where the mobile device must invoke a networked

link to the repository to acquire (for fee/free) and install apps. Apple has had

the greatest success in this strategy and dominates the global mobile application

market and mobile computing software ecosystems. But overall, OA systems

are not necessarily excluded from these markets or consumers. Third, given our

design-time architecture of the case study system shown in Figure 5, is it possi-

ble to identify a build-time version that could produce a run-time version that

could be deployed on most or all of these mobile devices? One such build-time

architecture would compose an Opera Web browser, with Web services for word

processing, calendaring and email, that could be hosted on either proprietary

or OSS mobile operating systems. This alternative arises since Opera Software

has produced run-time versions of its proprietary Web browser for these mobile

operating systems, for accessing the Web via a wireless/cellular phone network

connection. Similarly, in Figure 13 the instance architecture on the right could

evolve to operate on a mobile platform like an Android-based mobile device

or Symbian-based cell phone. So it appears that mobile computing devices do

not pose any unusual challenges for our approach in terms of understanding

their software ecosystems or the ecosystem niches for OA systems that could be

hosted on such devices.

7. Conclusion

The role of software ecosystems in the development and evolution of heteroge-

neously-licensed open architecture systems has received insufficient considera-

tion. Such systems are composed of components potentially under two or more

licenses, open source software or proprietary or both, in an architecture in which

evolution can occur by evolving existing components, replacing them, or refac-

toring. The software licenses of the components both facilitate and constrain
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in which ecosystems a composed system may lie. In addition, the obligations

and rights carried by the licenses are transmitted from the software component

producers to system consumers through the architectural choices made by sys-

tem integrators. Thus software component licenses help determine the contours

of the software supply network and software ecosystem niche that emerge for

a given implementation of a composed system architecture. Accordingly, we

described examples for systems whose host software platform span the range

of personal computer operating systems, Web services, and mobile computing

devices.

Consequently, software component licenses and the architectural composi-

tion of a system determine the software ecosystem niche where a systems lies.

Understanding and describing software ecosystem niches is a key contribution

of this work. A case study of an open architecture software system that ar-

ticulates different niches was employed to this end. We examined how the

architecture and software component licenses of a composed system at design-

time, build-time, and run-time helps determine the system’s software ecosystem

niche, and provides insight for identifying potential evolutionary paths of soft-

ware system, architecture, and niches. Similarly, we detailed the ways in which

a composed system can evolve over time, and how a software system’s evolution

can change or shift the software ecosystem niche in which the system resides and

thus producer-consumers relationships. Then we described how virtual software

product lines can be can be identified through a lens that examines the asso-

ciation between open architectures, software component licenses, and software

ecosystems.

Finally, in related work [2, 3, 4] we identified structures for modeling soft-

ware licenses and the license architecture of a system, and automated support

for calculating its rights and obligations. Such capabilities are needed in order

to manage and track an OA system’s evolution in the context of its ecosystem

niche. We have outlined an approach for achieving these structures and support

and sketched how they further the goal of reusing and exchanging alternative

software components and software architectural compositions. More work re-
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mains to be done, but we believe this approach transforms a vexing problem of

stating in detail how study of software ecosystems can be tied to core issues in

software engineering like software architecture, product lines, component-based

reuse, license management, and evolution, into a manageable one for which

workable solutions can be obtained.
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• Recent virtual world projects for 
Science or Technology R&D

• Future opportunities for virtual worlds 
for science and technology R&D

Overview



• Creating game-based learning environments with virtual worlds
– “Play” and experiential behavior are surprisingly effective way to 

audition, rehearse, act, fail, and learn
– Mixed reality worlds can link virtual and physical activities
– Virtual worlds are best at providing new experiences

•  Virtual work practices
•  Not the same as existing work practices
•  Need to learn what to do, how to do it, and more 

–  Not obvious how to be faster, better, and cheaper using 
virtual worlds!

Strategies for Creating Value with Virtual Worlds



Collaborative meeting work in virtual world



Collaborative work in physical world



Radically colocated work in physical world



• Collaborative science meetings and immersive simulations
– Meta Institute for Computational Astrophysics

• Collaborative science learning and data exploration environment with 
spherical displays at Discovery Science Center and in OpenSim
– Science on a Sphere

• Collaborative game world for semiconductor fabrication or 
nanotechnology design
– FabLab training simulator

• Game-based virtual worlds for advanced health care
– Robotic therapeutics and tele-rehabilitation

• Envisioning future virtual worlds for possible cultural experiences and 
new technological innovation opportunities
– Virtual Life 2010+
– Immersive motorsports racing experiences

• Low-cost to high-cost virtual world simulators
– OutRun @ UCI

Recent Virtual World Projects for Science and 
Technology R&D



Virtual Worlds for Scientific Collaboration:
Meta Institute for Computational Astrophysics



             Spherical displays and “spherecasting” support:                
NOAA Science on a Sphere installation in Opensim 



Game-based virtual world for semiconductor/nanotech 
fabrication training, remote presence and diagnosis

FabLab Demo Reel

http://www.ics.uci.edu/~wscacchi/GameLab/DemoReels/FabLab-Demo-03.wmv
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~wscacchi/GameLab/DemoReels/FabLab-Demo-03.wmv
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Semiconductor/nanotechology fabrication training game
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• Virtual worlds can be used to support various kinds of tele-medicine 
and tele-robotics applications/tasks

• “Rehabilitation” tasks supported can include:
– Remote observation, tele-consultation, role-playing and identity 

switching through avatars, device data collection, device software 
updates, collaborative product/prototype development, and more

Virtual worlds for health care and tele-rehabilitation
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• Wii Sports (best selling game for Nintendo in 2007; 45M copies sold 
worldwide through 2009) 
– Boxing
– Bowling
– Golf
– Tennis 
– Baseball

      
      What's next?

Assisted performance training and robotic rehabilitation
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• Simulated devices
– Guitar Hero guitar; Rock Band drum set

• Haptic wheels, trackballs, and joysticks 
• Force-feedback play controllers (racing game wheels, pneumatic bladders)
• Multi-sensor play controllers (including video capture, infra-red, 

accelerometers, neurological sensors, electro-goniometers (SEMG), etc.)
– Wii Remote and nunchuk

• Multi-jointed, body-worn sensors as play controllers
– Data gloves

– GypsyMIDI

VW haptic interfaces with therapeutic applications
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• Endoscopic surgery training “joysticks”
– Simball 4D joystick adapted to 

           therapeutic game play for stroke 
           rehabilitation

– http://www.g-coder.com/content/view/7/6/ 

• 3D, real-time video motion capture
enabling mixed reality game play 
spanning physical and virtual worlds

– Project Natal at Microsoft
– In-game characters can interact

          with human players through 
          gestures and body movements

– http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_txF7iETX0 

Haptic interfaces with possible therapeutic applications

http://www.g-coder.com/content/view/7/6/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_txF7iETX0
file:///Users/waltscacchi/Desktop/Panasonic-Stroke-Rehab/Spelhandtag_2.mov
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 The design and utility of a
game to realize therapeutic 
value is not obvious.

E. Flores, G. Tobon, et al., 
Improving Patient Motivation in
Game Development for Motor
Deficit Rehabilitation, ACM 2008 
Intern. Conf. Advances in Computer 
Entertainment, 381-384.

Some findings on Games for Health/Therapeutic Applications



Envisioning collaborative virtual worlds 2010-2012

Virtual Life Demo Reel

http://www.ics.uci.edu/~wscacchi/GameLab/DemoReels/VirtualWorld-2010+Demo.swf


         Game-Based Virtual World Simulator Interfaces         
 for immersive motorsports racing experiences



Game-based virtual world simulator you can actually 
drive in physical world! -- OutRun @ UCI



Future opportunities for games and virtual worlds

• Key challenges to address/overcome -- scale and 
scope of:

– Immersion
– Verisimilitude

– Within worlds
– Spanning physical-virtual worlds

– Co-participation and Collaborative work
– Relocatability (telepresence)
– Decentralized virtual organization

• New research center for Computer Games and Virtual 
Worlds at UCI

– http://cgvw.ics.uci.edu
– Funding from National Science Foundation #0808783, Digital Industry 

Promotion Agency (Daegu, South Korea), and others. 
– Want to come and play with us?



Industry Data on Young Users in Virtual Worlds Worldwide

Main Source: http://www.kzero.co.uk/index.php and others as indicated, circa Feb-Apr 2010.
Note: Not an endorsement nor claim for validity of this data
Note: figures below are expressed in units of millions of users worldwide
Note: click on the images for larger/detailed view
Note: copyrighted material from KZero and others, displayed here for research discussion purposes only. do 
not repost. 

Q4 2009 Universe chart: Kids and Tweens

As published in their last post, the overall market of total registered users in the virtual worlds sector 
reached 800m in Q4 2009. Here, we delve into the younger segmented of this market, Kids and Tweens.

Virtual worlds with an average age user between five and ten reached a total of 179m in Q4, up 17.8% from 
152m. The chart below contains the Universe segment for this age range. 

http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/?p=3943
http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/?p=3943


Commentary on this age range in terms of drivers for growth and upcoming worlds is explained in this post 
based on the Radar. The full report on Q4 growth containing both the Universe and Radar charts can be 
requested here. 

Here’s the segment for the ten to 15 year old group. This segment (the largest in overall size) grew 6.8% 
quarter on quarter from 367m to 392m. 

http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/kzero-universe-q409-5-10.jpg
http://www.kzero.co.uk/order-reports.php
http://www.kzero.co.uk/order-reports.php


Our last post (assessing Kids and Tweens) showed the five to 10 year old segment and 10 to 15’s grew 
17.8% and 6,8% respectively from Q3 to Q4 2009. Here, we cover the older sectors and first up virtual 
worlds with an average age user from 15 to 25. Here’s the Universe chart. 

http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/kzero-universe-q409-10-15.jpg
http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/?p=3963


IMVU continues to dominate this age range, growing to 46m registered accounts in Q4. One to watch in 
this range is French VW Dofus, with 30m registered accounts, mainly in France. Of note, IMVU now 
publishes active users (concurrency) live on their site (with over 100k online at time of writing this post). 

On an overall basis, this age range grew from 117m to 193m in Q4 – an increase of 65%. Moving onto the 
last segment – virtual worlds with an average user age over 25, here’s the chart.

http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/kzero-universe-q409-15-25.jpg
http://www.imvu.com/
http://www.dofus.com/en


 

------------------------

Kids virtual world popularity across the EU -- http://www.kzero.co.
uk/blog/?p=4111 

Here’s the master summary of the Dubit research looking at kids virtual worlds. The countries included in 
this research were: UK, France, Germany, Holland, Sweden, Finland, Norway and Denmark.

Below is the summary slide ranked by the % of the sample that has played/registered each world.

http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/kzero-universe-q409-25+.jpg
http://dubitplatform.com/


Club Penguin comes out top with 14.5% of the sample having played it. Second place goes to Barbie Girls 
with 13% with Habbo in third. Interestingly GoSupermodel beats Stardoll based on this research, albeit by a 
couple of % points.

Looking at this EU summary from a company-location perspective…

http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/dubit-eu-all1.jpg


Excluding Facebook Games and older MMOs, Habbo takes the crown at the top European-based VW, 
followed by GoSupermodel. Moshi Monsters and Stardoll are next in popularity.

--------------------------------

Virtual world registered accounts reach 800m

At the end of Q4 2009, total registered accounts in the virtual worlds sector reached 803m. This is a 19.7% 
(132m) quarter on quarter increase, from 671m registered accounts in Q3. The table below breaks this out 
by average user age range.

http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/dubit-eu-wide-7-to-10.002.jpg


Over the last four quarters on a registered accounts basis the market has almost doubled, going from 419m 
to 803m.

Looking at this growth by age range (the average user age), the 15 to 25 year old segment demonstrated the 
highest growth in Q4, representing a 65% increase from 117m to 193m. Strong performance from IMVU 
and Habbo drove this uplift.

Second highest growth came in the youngest age range (five to 10 year old) and as the just released Radar 
chart shows, this segment, in particular for virtual worlds catering to education and development is hotting 
up. Quarter on quarter growth in this segment was 27m, moving from 152m to 179m.

Our Universe and Radar charts have also been updated based on closing Q4 data. Here’s a post for the 
Universe and another for the Radar.

The full report covering growth in the virtual worlds sector can be ordered here.

Here’s (of course) a few of charts.

http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/vw-registered-accounts.jpg
http://www.imvu.com/
http://www.habbo.com/
http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/?p=3963
http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/?p=3990
http://kzero.co.uk/order-reports.php


http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/universe-q409.008.jpg
http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/universe-q409.009.jpg


--------------------------

http://www.kzero.co.uk/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/universe-q409.010.jpg
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new research center and laboratories 
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